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EXPLANATION. 
The Geological Survey is making a geologic: 2. Contours define the forms of slopes. Since I town or natural feature within its limits, and at 'I changed by the development of planes of div1. 

map of the United States, which necessitates the I contou.l's are continuous honzolltal1ines conform-I the sides and corners of each sheet the nallles of sian, so that it splits in one direction. more easily 
preparation of a topographic base map. The iug to the surface of the ground, thefT wind adja;ent s~eets) if pU.blish:d, are pl'int~~. . I t!J:m in others. Thus. a grani~e llla~~ pa;';s luto a 
two are heing issued together in the forIll of an smoothly about smooth sllrfaces, recede mto all USC8 oj tlu: topollmpltrG shed. - ", Itllll the, and from that lllto a lllwa·sclmt. 
atlas, the parts of which are called folios. Each reentrant angles of ravines, aud project in passing limits of Reale the topographic sheet is an accunde I l'ocft:s.-These compri;,;e all l'(wkR 
folio consists of a topographic base map and about prominences. The relations of contour and characteristic delineation of the relief, drain· ! which have depusited under water, -whether 
geologic maps of a small area of country, together curves and angles to forms of the landscape can ~ge, and CUItUl.,e of the d~"trict represented. View· I in lake, or stream. They fO]"lll a ,'e]"y large 
with explanatory and descriptive texts. I be traced in the lIlap and sketch. Illg the landscape, map III hand, e\'ery character· part the dry land. 

r' , 3. Contonrs show the approximate grade of istic feature uf sufficient magnitude should be, 'Vhen the materials of which sedimentary rocks 
IIIE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP. any sloVe. The vertical Rpace between t"vo con- recognizable. It should guiue the tmveler; sel'\-e' are composed are cal'l'ied as solid particleR by 

The features represented on the topogJ'aphic tours is the same, -whether they lie along a cliff, the illYestor or ovmer \\·ho uesires to a1:icertain the water and deposited as gravel, Ralld, 01' lIl!1Ci, the 
map are of tillee dhtlnct kinds: (1) inequalIttes I or un a gentle slope; but to ll!'le a gl\en heIght I positIOn and surlUundlllgs of propOlt} to be deposit is called a mechanical tledilllellt. 'Ihest' 
of RUl face, c,tlled 1 ellet, as plams, plateaus, valle} s, on a gentle slope one must go fal ther th,lll un a I uongh t or sold; sa, e the englllem pI elimlllaI) may beeome hardened into eonglomel'ato, sand
hIlls, lind muullt,llnS; (2) dlstributlOn of wateJ, steep slope, ,md therefore contour1; ale f'll apart I sm \ e, s III locatlllg loads, lal]" a) s, and llIlgatwn stone) or shale. ",Yhen the material i~ carrieo. in 
calle(l lUI streMHR, Llkes, and Rwamps; on gentle Hlopes and ne,lr togethm on stetp olles dltcheR, plo\lde educational matellal f('1 Rchools solution by the water aHd is deposited without. 
(3) the of mall, c'llled culture) aR loads, I For a flat ot gently undubtmg cuunhy a small wd llOltleo;; and ser\ e man) of the purp01;es of It ~,he aid ~f life,Jt is call~d a, c~em~ca~ sediment; 
I'luho,ul!-l, bound alles, ,illages) and CIties contour mterval is used; fora Rteep 01 nlOuIltal1l lll,lp fO! ]0(,,11 Iefelenee If deposIted WIth the aId of hfe, It HI ealled an 

Belaj -All eJe, atlOlls aJ e meaR11led hom mean ous (ountry a large mten al IR llece:,;sal) The THE GEOLOGIC MAP organic sediment. The more important rocks 
sea.leyel. The heighttl of many points are aceu- ! smallest intenal used on the atlas sheets of the formed from ehemical and organie devositR are 
rately tletermineu, and those -which al'e most Geological Suryey is 5 feet. This is llsed fot' The maps repreRenting areal geology show by limestont', ellert, gypSUIll, salt, iron orc, peat, 
important tLre given on the map in figures.: regions like the }iississippi delt:t and the Dismal colot'~ and conventional Rigns, on the topowaphie lignite, and coaL Anyone of the ahO\~e se(li
It is desirable, however, to gi\'e the el:ytl,tion of 1 t':hyalll~). In mappingw'eat mountailll1las~ef'l,like, base map, the distributiun of roek for·lllatIOns.on lllenta,l):c deposits ~ay be Repar:~tely f~)]'jned, ~ll' 
all parts of tl~e area mapped, to uel\lleate the , thos~ 1Il ColOl:ado, th~ ~lltel'yal n~ay be 2nO feet.. I the Rurface of ~he earth, anu the str~tetuT'e.sechon the drfierent mate~tals may he l?tel'l1l:11gled III 

hurizuntal outline, 01' contour, of all slopes, aJHl to , For mtermedmte l'eltef contOllr Inter\'alR of 10, map shows theIr undergrounu relatIOns, as far as mally ,\'ayl'\ produetng a great varwty of rocks. 
indicate their gmile or degree of Rteepness. This 120, 2i"J, :":i0, and 100 feet are used. known) awl in sueh detail as the scale pt'l'ITlitf'l. Sedimentary l'ocks lire usually made lip or 
if'! done hy lines conneeting points of equal ele\Ta· J)J'(tinage.--\Vatercourses are indicated hy blue KINDS OF ROCKS layers 01' heds which can be easily separated. 
tion above merln sea-level, the lines being drawn lines. If the tstream flo\vs the year round the These layers are called 8tmia. Roeks depo,sited 
at reglliar \'ertical intervals. These lines are line is drawn unbl'Oken) but if the ehmmel is Ul'y Rocks al'e of many kinds. The OI'iginul crust in sllccessive layers are said to he st.ratifieu 
cuJle(l contou}'s, and the uniform vertical a part of the year the line is broken 01' uotteu. of the earth was Vl"obably composed of The sUI'face of the earth is not fixed, as it seems 
between eaeh two eontolll'S is called the \Vherc a st['eam sinks and reappears lit the sur· and all other rocks have been to he; it very slowly rises or sinkR (H'er wide 
-interIHtl. Contour!-l aud elevations are printed in face, the supposeu underground course is shown them one ,:ay or a~lOther. ,i e~panses, and as it riRes or suhRidesthe s~~re-lines 
brown. by It hroken blue line. Lakes, marshes, and other Atmosphenc agenCIes gradually break up tgne· of the ocean are chlwged: areas of tleposlllOIl may 

The manner in whICh contours express eloya- J bodies of water are also sho\vn ill hlue, by appro- ollsl'Ocks,fol'lllingsuperficial,oI'K,u'fidal,deposits rise ahove the ,vater and become la.ml areas, and 
tion, fol'U1) and grade i" Hhown in the following ~I priate conventional signs. of sanu, and gravel. Deposits of this class land arellS may sink below the water and become 
sketell and c01'1'espo]](ling eont.our map: Outtnre.-The works of man, such aR I:OIl(-lR, l~a~'e _ f~ll1n~d on :~nd surfaces sinee the ~ar- areas of dcp~sition. If North America ,vere 

railroads, and towns, together ''lith boundarIes of he:-;t geologIC tane. Ihrough the transportll1g gradually to smk a tholiRand feet tbe sea ,youlu 
tov\I'nships, counties, and States, and artificial agencieR of streams the surficial materials of all flow oyer the Atlantic coust and the ::UissisRippi 
details, are printed in black. ages Iltld origins are carried to the sea, where, awl Ohio valleys from the Gulf of :Mexico to the 

Scales.-The area of the United States (exclud- along \vith material derived from the land by the Great Lakes; the Appalachian :Monntains would 
ing Alaska) iH about H)025,OOO square miles. On action~ of the waves OIl the eoast) they form ~e(Ii- ,become un al'ch~felago., and .the ocean's 1:ihore 
a. map with the. scale of 1 mile. t.o the inch this mentaJ'Y I'ocks. These are llflllally h.ardened llltu I would traverse W,I,sconsIll, Io\\'a, lind ~ansa.s, .. and 
would covel' 3,025,000 square inches, and to conglomerate) sa~ustone, shul.e, and lime-ston.e, but extend ~hence to IexaR. l\[ore exte~Rtve changes 

I 

accommodate it the paperd. imensions. WOlll.d need they may remalll unconsohdateu an.'.l stIll be, than thIS have l'e.peatedlY oecuITed III the .pa . ..,t. 
to be about 240 by 180 feet. Each square mile callecl "rocks" by the geologist, though popularly The chamcter ~f the original s~dime.nts may he 

"'-""::-rT'--'-,, of ground surface would he represented by a kn~wn as ?,ravel, s~Ild, ~lld clay... . changed by chemIcal. and dynamIC actlOn so as to 
square inch of map surface, and (lne lineal' mile lirom tmle. to tllne 111 geologIC 1I1;tory 19ne- pr~duce meta~urphIC rocks .. In t~e metalllor
on the ground would be represented by a lineal' OilS. and sedI?-lentary roek~ 11:1\'e .been deeply phism .of a sedlm~ntary rock, JURt a.s m the meta~ 

: inch on the map. This relation bet,veen distance bUrled, consolIdated, and I'm sed agalll aboye the mOl'vlllSm of an Igneous roek, the S11 bstances of 

I 
in nature and corresponding distance on the lllap Rlll'face of. the water. In these processes, thro~gh \~:hic~ it is eompoHed may enter into new eom· 
is called the scale of the map. In this case it iR" 1 the agenCIes or pressnre, moYement, and ehemwal hmatlOns, or ne\\'~ substances may he added. 

I mile to an ineh." The seale may be expressed also action, they are often greatly altered, an(l -in thiR ",Vhen these processes are complete the sedimen-

I 
by a fraction, of whieh the numemtor is a length condition they are ~~alled metanWI1Jkic 'l'~ck..'" tary I'oek becomes crystalline., t\u~~h chaugeH 
on the map and the denominator the eOJ"t'espond- If/JUons '/'o('k8.~rhese are l'()(:ks. whwh Imye transform sandsto.~e to quartZIte, hmest~)]Je to 
ing length in nature expl'e:~sed in the same unit. cooled and consol~dated fr?IIl a hqlJlu state. As ma~'ble, and. r~odIfy other roekR acc()l'd~n¥. to 

}'ig. 1.-1d~al sketch and eorr~sp'~~d-ing contour map. I Thus, as thel'e are 63,360 inches ill a mile, the has l?een exp]aI~e~, s~uImentary roc~R were their eO~llposItlOn. A system ~)f parallel dInslOn 
scule "1 mile to an inch ,. is expresRed hy deposIted on the (l1'lgllluligneous rocks. Ihrough planes IS often produced, whlCh may cross the 

The sketch represents a river valley hetween Both of these methods are used on the mapR the igneollR and sedimentary rocks of an ageR original heds or strata at any angle. RodeR 
two hills. In the foreground is the sea, with a bay the Geological Survey. molten material has from time to time been forced divided oy such planes are ealled slates 01' RdliRtS. 
whieh iR partly closed by.a hooked slmd·bar. On Thl'ee scales are used upwaru to or neal' the RUl'face, and there con-I Rocks of any period of the f'arth's histmy nwy 
eaeh :-,ide of the valley IS a terrace, From the the Geological Survey; the srnltllest is solidated. vVhen the ehannels or vents illto be more or less altered, hut the younger forma-
terrace on the right a hill rises gradul111y, -while intermediate W;oo6' and the largest which this molten material is forced do not tionR have generally eRcaped llutrke<1 metamor· 
from that on the left the grollnd ascends Rteeply correspond approximately to 4 miles, reach the surface, it either consolidates in cracks ~ phisHl, and the oldest Rediments known, though 
ill a precipice. ContraRted with this precipice is and 1 mile on the ground to an illch Oil the map. or fissures cl"Ossing the hedding planes, thus form- generally the most altered, in some localities 
the gentle descent of the left-hand slope. In the On the scale G2,~ a square inch of map sllrface ing dikes, 01' else spreads out between the strata remain essentially unchanged. 

~~:;:,~;;~~t~f :~~~:~o;,e~!u:~: i:k~;~~~~;(\~::::~~l; ~:;;:~s:~t~h:n~ca~~1::,,:,O:od~(1;~~2r s~~1a:.e :~:~::~ :'~c~~~~.eb~~;~::l c::;t~~18:~;s O\J~t~i:i~~:ir ~.~~~ sa;~;~~;:~e;';C::d;~':~~::s~~:~::,~,~~::2:;,~~:~:: 
The following explanation may make clearer the enclosures they cool slowly, and hence al'e gener- whether derived from the breaking up or disinte· 
manner in which contours delineate elevation, and on the scale 250~QOO' to al)()ut 16 sqnare miles. a.lly of crystalline texture. \Vhen the channels grat-ion of the underlying rockR by atmospheric 
torm, and grade: At the bottom of each atlas sheet the scale is reach the surface the lavaR often flow out and build ageneieR or from glucial action. Surfleial rocks 

1. A contour inuieates approximately a certain expressed in three different ways, one being a up volcanoes. These lavas cool rapidly in the ail', that are due to disintegration are produeed chiefly 
height al)(l\'e sea·le,-eL In this illustration the graduated line l'epresentiJlg miles and parts of aeqniring a glassy or, more often) a partially by the aet-ion of ail', water, frost, aIJimals, lwd 
contour interval is 50 feet; therefoI'e the eon- miles ill English inches, llllother -indicating diH- tallinc condition. They are usually more 01' plants. They consist mainly of the least soluble 
tOllrs are drawn at 50, 100, 150, 200 feet, lillflso on) tance in the meh·ie system, and a third gi\'ing the porous. The igneous rocks thus formed upon the I parts of the rocks, which remain :tfter the more 
auove sea·leveL Along the contour at 250 feet lie fraetional scale. surface are called extl'u8h..'e. Exvlosiye action Roluble parts have been leached out, and hence 
all points of the surface 250 feet above sea; and Atla-8 sheet8 a.nd The map is often accompanies volcanic eruptions) causing are known a..'l l'eHidual products. Roils and Huh. 
Himilarly with any other contour. In the space being published in of convcnient size, ejections of dust or aHh and larger fragments, soils are tIle most important. ReRiuual aeeUHlU· 
between are found all elevations ''o'hich are bounded by parallels and meridians. These materials when consolidated constitute lations are often washed or olown into valleys OJ' 
al)()v(l the and be10w the lligher eontouJ'. The corresponding fOUI'-col'llel'ed portions of ter- hl'eccias, agglomerates, and tuffs. The ash when other' depressions, where they lodge and form 
ThuR the contour at 150 feet falls lust below the' ritory are ealled quadmuyle8. Each Hheet on cal'ried into lakes or seas may become Rt.ratifled, deposits that grade into the sedimentary class. 

of the terrace, \vhile tha.t at 200 feet lies the Rcale of ~50:QlJj) contains one square degree, 1. e., li so RH to have the Rtructure of sedimentary rocks. Surficial rocks that are due to glacial action are 
the terrace; t.herel'ore all voints on the uegree of latitude hy a degree of longitude; each The age of an igneous rock is often difficult or formed of the products of disintegration, together 

terrace are Rhown to h'l more than 150 but less sheet on the scale of 1~00t) eontains one-quarter of impossible to determine. 'Vhen it cuts across a with bowlders and fragments of rock rubbed from 
than 200 feet ahoYb sea. The 'summit of the a square degree; each sheet on the scale of (1:l.~..oo sedimentary rock, it is younger than tllat rock, the surface and ground together. TheHe are 
higher hill is Hbted to he 671) feet Rhove sea; containR one'Rixteelith of a Rqulll'e def:,l'ree. The and ,vhen a sedimentary rock iR devosited over spread il'1'egularly over the tel'ritory oc(~upied hy 
accordingly the eontour at 650 feet sUl'rounds it. areas of the eorrespomling quadrangles are about it, the igneous rock is the older'. the ice, and form a mixture of clay, peLbles, and 
[n this illustration nearly all the contoul'S are 4000, 1000, and 250 square miles, respectively. Under the influence of dynamic and chemical bowlders which is known as till It may occur 
numhered. Where thiR is not possible, certain The atlas sheets, being only parts of one ma.p of foneR an igneous rock may be metanlOl'pllOsed. as a sheet or he bunched into hJlls aud ridges, 
contourS-Ray every fifth one-are aecentuated the Uniteu StateR, are laid out without regard to The alteration may involve only a rearrangement forming moraines, drumlins, and other special 
and numbered; the heights of otherR may then the boundary lineR of the States, counties, or town- of its minute particles or it may he accompanied forms. Much of this mixed material was waRhed 
be ascertained hy coullting up or down from a ships. To each sheet, Rnd to the quadrangle it by a change in chemical and mineralogic composi- away from the ice, assorted by water, and rede· 
numbered cOIltour. represents, is given the name of some well-known tion. :Ful'ther, the structure of the rock may be posited as beds or trains of sand and clay, thus 



forming another gradation into sedimentary 
deposits. Some of this glacial wash \vas deposited 
in tunnels and channels in the ice, and forms char
acteristic ridges and mounds of sand and gravel, 
known as osars, or eskers, all(l kames_ The 
material deposited by the ice is called glacial 
drift; that washed fmm the ice onto the adjncent 
lalld is calleu modified drift. It is mual also to 
class as surficial rocks t.he deposits of tlle sea and 
of lakes and rivers that were made fl,t the same 
time as the ice deposit. 

AGES OF ROCKS. 

Hocks are further distinguished according to 
their relative agel'l, for tIley were not formed all 
at one time, hut from age to age in the etl,l'th's 
history. Classification by age is independent of 
origin; igneolls, sedimentary, and i:llll'ficial rocks 
may be of the same age. 

the Pleistocene and the Archean, are distin. In cliffs, canyonR, shafts, and other natural and 
guished from one another by different patterns, artificial cuttings, the relations of different beds 
made of parallel straight lines_ Two tints of the to one anotller may be seen. Any cutting \-\"h1l'h 
verind-color are used: a pale tint (the ulluel'print) exhibits those relations is caneu II section, and the 
is printed evenly over the whole surface represent- same name is applied to a diagram representillg 
ing the period; a dark tint (the overprint) hrings the relations. The arrallgement of rocks in the 
out the different patterns representingfol'mations. ' earth is the earth's structure, alld a section exhiLit

ing this arrangement is calleu a structure section. 
''".00---- ~-I''"w~;~;;;;:--

Pleist.ocene _ .~~~-.. -.-. -.... ~ p I: Any colors. 

Neocene {~Vg:~:} . . . . . . . . .. N Buffs. 
Eocene (includi.ng Oligocene) . _ .. _.1 E I Olive-browns. 
Cret.aceous. .! K Olive-greens 
J uratrias {~~i~~:lg} . Blue-greens. 
Carboniferous (including PCl1uian) .. ! C Blues. 
Devonian D Bille·purples. 
8ilurian (ineiuding Ordovician) .. ··1 S I· Hed·purples. 
Cambrian. _ .. _ £ Pinks. 
Algonkian. Orange-browns 
Archean . A'l Any colors 

\Vhen the predominant material of Ii I'oek mass Each formation is fllt'thermore given a letteI'
is essentially the same, and it is bounded uJ'rocks symhol of the pedod. In the case of Ii Redimen. 
of different matel'iulfl, it iH ('onvellient to eall the tar), formation of uncertain age the pattern is 

The geologist is not limited, 1Iowe\'er, to the 
natural and artineifll cuttings for his information 
concerning t.he eaI'th1s structure. Knowing the 
manuel' of the formation of roekR, anil having 
traced out the relations among beds OIl the RUT"
face, he can infer their l'e1ati ve positions after 
they pass heneath the sllrface, dnnv sections 
which represent the stI"llCture of the earth to a 
considerahle depth, and construct a diagram 
exhibiting what would be seen in tIle side of a 
cutting many miles long and several thousand feet 
deep_ This is illustrate(l in the following figure: 

lllaRS throughout its ~'xtellt a and such printed on whitegronnd in the eolorof tIle period 
a fOf'matioll is tlle llllit of mapping. to ,,,,hieh the formation is Rll}lposetl to belong, , 

Se\"era] formations cOlll:liuereu togdher al'e the letter-symbul of the period being omitted. I' b--~~===-~oc?:irs-:::s:;,-;;=2~ 
designated a The time taken for the The number and extent of surncial formationR 

Tn fig. 2 there are three sets of formations, dis
tinguished by their underground relations. TIle 
first of these, seen at the left of the section, is the 
set of l'Iandstones and shales, which lie in It hori· 
zontal position. These sedimentary strata are 
now high above the sea, forming a plateau, and 
their change of eleyation shows that a portion of 
the earth1s mftSS has swel1ed upwm·d from a 
lower to a higher level. The Rtmta of tIlis set are 
parallel, a relation which is called coliforlfWUlr. 

The second set of formations consists 01 strata 
which form arches and troughs. These strata 
were once eontinuous, hut the crests of the arches 
ha\'e heen removed hy degradation. The beds, 
like those of the first set, are conformable. 

The horizonta.l strata of the plateau rest upon 
the upturneil, eroded edges of the heds of the 
second set at the left of the section_ The 0\"81'-

lying deposits are, from their positions, evidentl): 
younger than the underlying .rormatiOlI~, ana the 
bending and uegradation of t.he older stmta must 
ha\Te occurred between the uepositiun of the ollieI' 
beds and the acculllulation of the younger. ,Vhen 
younger strata thus rest upon IW er·olied ~urfa.ee 
of ohler strata t.he relat.ion hetween t.he two is an 
~I1WOJlf()l"rnllble one, and th~ir sllrface of contaet is 

deposition of :\ is eal1ed an epoch, and of the Pleistocene render them so important that, I 

the time taken for that of a syRtem, or some to distinguish them from those of other periods of formation~ c01ll:lists of enstal. 
larger fraetion of a I:l)'stem, a per£od_ The rocks and from the igneous rocks, patterns of dots and line flchists and igneous rocks. At some pVt:'l'iod 

are mapped by formations, and the formationR are circles, p-r:In.ted in any colors, are used: I Fig. 2.-Sketch showing a yertical ~ection in the front of tbe of their history tlJe schists were plieate(l 1»), vres-
classified into systems. The rocks composing a The ol'lgm of the Archean rocks_ is r:ot fully picture, with a landscape bcyond. sure and traversed hy eruptions of moltell rock. 

and tLe tillle taken foJ' its deposition are se;tled. l\b~lY of dIem are certalll~Y 19neou~.· The figure represents a landsclq)e which is cut But this pressure and intr!lRion of igneow, rocks 
the same name, as, for instance, Cambrian "\\" hether s~chmentary r~cks are aTlso Illc~lldeJ. lS I off sharply in t.he foregrollnd by a vertical plaIle I have not affected the overlying strata of the second 

system, Cambrian period. not det_erlllllled. The Alchea~ ~ocks, and all meta- that cuts a sechon so as to show the umlerground set. Thus it is evident that an interval of con Rid-
As sedimentalT deposits or strata a.ccumulate morphlC rocks of unknown ongm, of whatever age, I relations of the rocks_ erable dura.tion elapsed between the furmatioll 

the younger rest OIl those dud are older, and the are represented on the maps by pattems consisting The kinds of rock are indieated in the section of the RehiRts and the bebrl.nning of deposition of 
relative ages of the deposits may be diRcovered of short dashes irregularly placed. Tllese are by appropriate Rymhols of lineR, dots, aIHl daslles. the strata of the second set. During this interval 
by observing their relative positions. This rela- printed in any color, and may he darker or lighter These symbols admit of much variation, but the the sclliiltS suffereu metamorphism; they were tlle 
tionship holdR except in regiolls of intense dis- than the background_ If the rock is a schist the following are generally used jJl sections to repre- scene of erupti\ce activity; and they ·were deeply 
turbance; sometimes ill such regions the disturb- dashes or hachures nmy he arranged in \,",avy pm·- sent the commoner kinds of rock' eroded. The contact between the second anu 
Iwce of the be(ls has been so great that their al1ellines_ If tlle rock is knO\vn to he of sedi- third sets, marking a time interval betweell t,,"O 
position is reversed, and it is often difficult to mentaryorigin the hachure patterns may he com-II SHALES periods of rock formation, is another uncon-
uetermine the relative ages of the beus from their bined with the parallel-line patterns of sedi- formity_ 
positions j then f()8~ilr;, or the remain .. of plants mentary formations. 1£ the metamorphic rock is The section and landscape in fig_ 2 are ideal, 
and animals, are guides to show ·which of t\VO recognized as having been originally igneous, the' but they illustrate relations \vhich actually occur_ 
or more formations is the oldest. hachureR may be comhined with the igneous The sections in the structure-section sbeet are 

Strata often contain the remains of phutR and pattern. related to the maps as the section in the figure is 
animals which lived in the sea or ·were washed Known igneous formatioTls are represented by related to the landscape. The pt·ofiles of the sur-
from the land into hI,kes or seas or wel'e buried in patterns of triangles or rhombs printed in any face in the section conespond to the actual slopes 
surficial ueposits on the lanc1. Rocks that con- brilliant color. If the formation is of known age of the ground along the section line, and the 
tain the remains of life are called fossiliferous. the letter-symbol of the formation is preeeded by depth of any mineral-producing or ·water-bearing 
By studying these remains, or fossils, it has been the capital letter-symbol of the proper period_ stratum which appears in the section may be 
found that the species of each period of the earth's If the agfl of the formation is unknowu the letter- measured from the surface hy using the scale of 
llistory have to a great t'xtent differed frOTH those symbol consists of small letters \vhieh suggest the the map_ 
of othel· periods. Only the simpler kindR of name of the rockR. Colum.nal'-s6ction Hheet.-This sheet contaius a 
marine life existed when the oldest fossiliferous THE VARIOUS GEOLomC SHEETS. concise description of the rock formations which 
rocks were deposited. Frolll time to time more JIistorical (fwlogy sheet.-This Rheet shows the' 1 occur in the quadrangle. The diagrams and 

complex kinds developed, and as the simvler ones areas occupied by the varioHs formations. On the Fig. S.-Symbols used to represent difTerent kinds of rock. verhal statements form a summary of the facts 
lived on in modified forms life became more margin is a legend, which is the key to the map. 1 relating to the character of the rocks, to the thick-
varied. But during each period there lived pecnl- To ascertain the meaning of any particular colored The plateau In fig. 2 presents tm-vard the lower nesses of the formations, and to the order of 
iar forms, .vhich did not exist in earlier times pattern and its letter-symbol on the map the I land an escarpment, or front, which is made up accumulation of successive deposits. 
and have ,not existeu since; these are character- reader should look for tllat color, pattel'l1, and 1 of sandstones, forming the cliffs, and shales, con- The rocks are described under the correspond. 
istic types, and. they uenne the age of un)' beu of symbol in the legend, where he will nud the name stituting tl!e slope-s, ILS shown at the extreme le-ft ing heading, aud their characters are indicated in 
rock in which they are found. Other types and deseription of the formation. If it is desired of the sectIOn. the columnar diagTallls by appropriate symbols. 
passed on from period to period, and thus linked to find any given fonnation, its name should l>e The broad helt of lower lanu is travel·sed by The thicknesses of formations are giH'n under 
the systems together, forming u chain of life from I' sought in the legend and its color and pattern several riuges, which are seen in the sectioll to the heading "Thi{'kness in feet," in figm'cs wlit·h 
the time of the oldest fossiliferous rocks to the noted, when tlle an'as on the map corresponding correspond to heds of sanustone that rise to the state tIle least and greatest measurements_ The 
present. . in color and pattern may be traced out. surface. The upturned edges of these beds form ayerage thickness of each formation is showlI in 

"\Vhen two formationR are remote one from the The legend is also a partial statement of t.he the ridges, anu t.he intermediate yalleys follow the column, which is drawn to a scale-usually 
other and it is impossible to observe their relative geologic history. In it the sytnl)()ls anu names are the outcrops of limestone and ('alcareous shales. 1000 .feet to 1 inch. The order of accumulation 
positions, the chaI'acteristi(~ fos~il types fOllnd in arranged, in columnar form, according to the origin ,Vhere the edges of the stmta appear at the of the seuiments is shown in the columnar arrange
them may determine which ,vas (le-positeu first. of the forlllations--Rurficial, sedimentary, and surface their thickness can be measured and the ment: the oldest formation is placed at the 

Fossil remains found in the rocks of different igneous-and within each group they are placed angles at which they dip below the surface can he bottom of the column, the youngest :it thc top, 
area..<l, provinces, anu continentR, afIord the most in the order of age, so tal' as known, the youngest obsenced_ Thus their positions underground can and igneous rocks 01' other formutions, when 
important means for comhiniIlg local histories at the top_ be infel'l'ed. present., are indicateu ill their propel' relations. 
into a general earth history. Economic geology 8l1.eet_~This sheet repl'esents "\Vhen strata which are thus inclined are traced The f0l1nations are combined into systems 

Colol'I:l ((1ul pattel'lls_-To show the l'elatl\'e ageR i the dist.ribution of useful minerals, the occurrence underground in mining, or hy inference, it is fre- : which correspond ·with the perious of g~ol()gic 
of strata, the history of the Redimentary rocks is I of artesian water, or other facts of economic quentlyohserved that they form troughs or arches, : history. Thus the ages of the rocks are shown, 
diYided into periods_ The na.mes of the periods interest, sho·wing their relations to the features of such as the section shows. But these sandstones, and also the total thickness of each systE'11l_ 
in proper order (from new to old), ,vith the color topography and to the geologic formations. All shales, and limestones \vere deposited heneath the The intervals of time ,vhich cOl'l"e~pond to 
or colors anu symbol assigned to each, are given the formations which appear OIl the historical sea in nearly flat sheets. That they are now bent events of uplift and degradation and constitute 
in the table in the next column. The names of geology sheet are shown on this sheet by fainter and folded is regaJ."ded as proof that forces exist illteIT'uptions of deposition of sediments llwT be 
certain suhdivisions of the periods, frequently color-pattel'ns_ The areal geology, thus printed, which have from time to time caused the earth's indicated graphically or hy the word "unconform-
used in geologic writings, are bracketed against affords a subdued background upon whidl the surface to wrinkle along certain zones. ity," printed in the columnar section. 
the appropriate period name. areas of productive formations may be emphasized On the right of the sketch the section is com- Each formation shown in the columnar seetion 

'1'0 distinguish the sedimentary formations of by strong colors. A symbol for mines is intro- posed of schists which 3J'e traversed by masses of is accompanied by its namE', a uescriptioTI of its 
anyone periou from those of another the pattel'l1s duced at each occurrence, accompanied hy the igneous rock The schists are much eoutorted character, and its letter-symhol as used ill the 
for the formations of each period are printed in name of the principal mineral mineu 01' of the and their arrangement underground can not he maps and their legends. 
the appropriate period-color, .\lith the exception stone quarried_ inferred. lIence that portion of the section CHARLES D_ \V ALCOTT, 
of the first (Pleistocene) and. the last (Archean). Str1wtWl'e·s8c#on slwet.-This sheet exhibits the delineates what is probably true but is not 
The formations of anyone period, excepting relations of the formations beneath the surface. known by observation or well·foundeu inference. Revised June, 1897. 

iJirectm'. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE MENOMINEE QUADRANGLE. 
INTRODUCTION. 

This account of the geology of the Menominee iron
bearing district of Michigan will ·be followed by a more 
detailed report, to appear later as one of the set of mono
graphs issued by the Survey on the iron-ore distriate of 
the Lake Superior region. This folio is based mainly 
upon field work during 1896 and 1899, but before 1896 
the senior author had devoted a considerable amount of 
time to a general study of the structure of the district. 
The reason for presenting this account at the present 
time, rather than later as an a.bstract of the completed 
monograph, iEI the belief that it will be useful to the 
explorer in developing the reflources of the distriot_ 

The description here given centers about the accom
panying geological map of the district. The only 
detailed. geological maps of the Menominee district that 
have heretofore been published are those of Brooks and 
Wrig~t, in the Geology of Wisconsin. Irving published 
a generalized map of the district, with sections, in biB· 

, introduction to Dr. George H. Williams's bulletin on 
the origin of the greenstone"schisis of Menominee River 
(Bulletin No. 62, U. S. Geological Survey,· 1890). 
Wright's map Sbows the distribution of the greenstone
schists, some of the iron-bearing belts, and the pre
Huronian rooks of the distriot j Brooks's map shows, 
in addition to these, the locations of all the ledges of 
dolomite, slate, quartzite, and other sedimentary rooks 
met with during hiB explorations. Brooks aLso presenm 
a structural sheet illustrating his views as to the sequence 
of the rock series and the character of the folding. This 
map was of much use to us in our field work, since it 
enabled u.s to make systematic plans for the survey of the 
district, and directed our attention to many rock ledges 
that might otherwise have been overlooked. 

Many of the large iron-producing companies and many 
independent explorers are now actively engaged in a 
searoh for new ore deposits. Evt'.rynook and corner of the 
Menominee district is being carefully examined in the 
hope of discovering ore bodies. Old drill holes are being 
. re-examined, abandoned mines are being unwatered, and 
old ground is being more thoroughly explored. U nfor
tunately, Home of the explorers are apparently ignorant 
of the l'ffiulta of work already done, and are duplicating 
this work, thns wasting time aud money that might be 
usefully employed in other directions, while other 
explorers are working at places which the geology of the 
district indicat.69 to be unfavorable to the development 
of ore deposita. On the other hand, considerable belta 
which our studies point out as favorable places for 
exploration have been entirely neglected. In spite of the 
fact, therefore, that the map here presented is not so com
plete in details as it will be possible to make it, it is 
thought wise to publish it, in order that the factB repre
sented upon It may, at the very ear1iestmoJ;llent, be avail
able to those who are most interested in the development 
of the district. A more detailed ma.p will be published 
Ia.ter in the monographic report, but some time must 
elapse before the elaborate studies neoossary to the pro
duction of such a map can be completed. Meanwhile, 
the present report will snflice to give the main conclu
sions already reached concerning the districtB. It will 
serve at least to direct exploration toward certain parts 
of the district tha.t have not heretofore been investi
gated and to warn against further waste of money in 
certain other portions, where the conditions pr691ude 
a reasonable probability of any return for the invest
ment. 

To the mining men of the district many thanks are 
due for the uniformly courteous treatment that has been 
accorded the authors. Mine pIaU! and Cl'OBS sections, 
reoordB of drill holes, and statemen1:8 of the resultB of 
test pitting have been placed. at our dispoaa.l, and all 
these sources have been drawn upon for facts. .All 
inquiries that have been made of mine superiotendenm 
and engineers concerning the mines with which they are 
connected have been oa.refully considered and, when 
possible, fully answered by them. Not' a single reqnest 
for information has boon denied_ To the energetic and 
courteous mining men of the district, therefore, this 
folio owes much of the valne it may possess. 

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY. 

PosiUon anul emtent of tM dUt.Wt.-That por· 
tion of the Menominee district covered by the 
accompanying map is bounded on the west by 
the Menominee River, on the south by the same 
river and the south line of T. 39 N., Michigan, on 
the north by the north line of T. 40 N., Michigan, 
and on the east by the east line of secs. 10, 15, 22, 
27, and 34, T. 89 N., R. 28 W., Michigan. The 
area thus outlined and a small unmapped area to 
the southeast, extending from the southern limit 
of the area mapped southward to the Menominee 
River, constitute a tongue of sedimentary deposits 
lying between a granite area to the north and a 
greenstone-schist area to the south_ This tongue 
of sediments is the southernmost of five distinct 
to~es which extend eastward from the great 
central area of Huronian deposits in Wisconsin 
and Michigan. The tongues are separated from 

one another by areas of granite. The five tongues, 
beginning with the northernmost, are the Mar
quette, the Sagola, the Felch Mountain, the Calu· 
met, and the Menominee. (See fig. 1.) Each is 
structurally a trough of sediments lying between 
rims of Archean rocks. To the west each of these 
troughs widens into the broad expanse of Huron. 
ian sediments referred to above. To the east all 
except the Marquette tongue plunge beneath 
Paleozoic deposits. 

At Bbout the line between Rs. 27 and 28 W., 
the characteristic rocks of the Menominee trough 
become so deeply buried under later sediments 
that they can be traced no farther. Lines of 
magnetic attraction, however, have been obtained 
still farther east, and these are taken to mean 
that the Huronian deposits continue for at least 
a short distance beyond the places where they 
are last BeeD on the surface. 

The area underlain by the rooks belonging to 
the Menominee trough is about 125 square miles, 
entirely within the State of Michigan. In 1899 
it . shipped 2,848,205 long tons of iron ore, and 
since the first shipment of ore from the Quinnesec 
mine, in 1878, the aggregate shipments from all 
mines to the close of 1899 have amounted to the 
large total of 20,857,609 ton,. The total ,hip. 
ments from the Marquette district to the end of 
the same year are 56,135,271 long tons; those 

Table 8howing the 8'UCc68Bion of fO'l"ll/.aUons in the Menominee 
diatrict and their relati01J.8 to general geologicallfJ/stems. 

SYSTIi:M8. SIi:ftIE8. FORMATIONS. 

rian. Calciferous. atone. 
( Lower SilU.{Cha'Y. }H",""",,ville lime· 

. Cambrian ... Potsdam ..... Lake Superior sand
stone. 

Paleozoic 1 

Algonkian. 

Unconformity. 

subdivided into l~:::: :=ation, 

Upper Menominee.. .... the Curry ore
bearing member, 
.Brier alate, and 
Traders ore-bea.:r-
ing member. 

Lower Menominee ...... Randville dolomite. jN ... =OO,onnatIOD. 

St1ll'geon quartzite. 

Unconformity. 

gneiS89S, cut by 

.................... Ci;tk:d dia-jGnDlte, aDd 

Qninnesec schists, 
cut by acid and 
basic dikes and 
veins. 

from the Cry,tal Fall, district, including the Iron The names of the Upper Menominee form .. 
River, Felch Mountain, and Calumet areas in tions and of the Archean schists are taken from 
Michigan, and the Florence area in Wisconsin, localities in the district. The names of the 
have "amounted to 9,902,158 long tons; those Lower Menominee formations are those of forma
from the Gogebic range in Michigan and Wiscon- tiona in adjacent districts already reported upon, 
sin, to 28,341,340 long tons; those from the Ver- with which theMenominee formations are believed 
milion range in Minnesota, to 13,585,350 long to be continuous. Beginning at the bottom, the 
tons j and those from the Mesabi range in the Qninnesec schists are so named because they are 
same State, to 28,595,606 long tons. In propor· typically developed at the Quinnesec Falls, on 
tion to ifs area the Menominee trough has yielded the Menominee River. The Sturgeon quartzite is 
as large a product as any other of the Lake so called because this formation in the Menominee 
Superior districts with the exception of the Mar· district has been traced almost continuously to a 
quette. Since the discovery and development of like formation. in the Crystal Falls district which 
the Mesabi di,trict the demand for low phos. has been called the Sturgeon quartzite. The 
phoros and high silica ores to serve as mixtures dolomite in the Menominee district is called the 
for the Mesabi ores has so largely inCreased that Randville dolomite because it has been practi
many lean, low phosphorus ore deposits, formerly cally connected with the Randville dolomite of 
not marketable, now find a ready sale. The the Crystal Falls district. 
Menominee district can furnish an abundance of The Lower Menominee iron formation is called 
this grade of ore, so that it is probable that the Negaunee because this is the chief Lower Huronian 
importance of the district as a mining center will iron.bearing formation of the Marquette district. 
increase rather than diminish in the future. In the Menominee district, as will be seen, only 

The area of sedimentary rocks in the Menominee patches of this formation remain. 
trough is narrowest in the vicinity of Vulcan, In the Upper Menominee series the Vulcan 
where it measures about 4 miles in width from the formation is so named because the iron formation 
contact with the granite on the north to the con- occurs in typical development ~ith full succession 
tact with the greenstone-schists on the Menominee and fine exposures in the vicinity of the town of 
River to the south. To the east the area widens Vulcan. The Hanbury slates are thus named 
gradually, until in the eastern portion of R. 28 . because in the vicinity of Lake Hanbury this 
W. its width measures about '7 miles. To the formation is better exposed than anywhere else in 
west it also widens gradually, and finally loses its the district. 
identity as a distinct trough at about the center 
line of R. 30 W.., where it merges, with the 
Calumet trough, into the wide area of Huronian 
sediments to the west. j 

Cla8i3ijWati<m of formatUms.-The rock, of the 
Menominee district belong to the Archean, Algon
kian, and Paleozoic systems. The oldest series of 
rocks bordering the Menominee tongue comprises 
greenstone-schists and granite. Theseare regarded 
88 Archean. Resting uncomformably upon the 
Archean rocks are· two series of Algonkian sedi
ments, both of which are believed to belong to 
the Huronian system. These are divisible into a 
Lower Menominee and an Upper Menominee 
series, and are separated by an unconformity. 
The Pale'ozoic rocks comprise horizontal Cambrian 
sandstones and Silurian limestones. These occur 
in patches on the tops of the hills, capping the 
closely folded and truncated Huronian rocks. 
Both of the Menominee series are divisible into a 
number of formations, each representing a time 
during wh.ich ihe conditions of deposition were 
approximately uniform. Eachof thepre.Cambrian 
formations has been given a name and is repre
sented on the map by a distinctive color. The 
following table gives the list of the formations 
arranged in descending order accoroing to age. 
The fractional formations, or members of the V ul
can formation, are distinguished in the descrip
tion, but not on the map. 

ARCHEAN SYSTEM. 

Gf3'M'l"al descripUon. - Along the Menominee 
River, to the south of the Huronian rocks, is 
a complex of dark-green or black 
basic schists, designated the Quinnesec ~= of 

schists, cut by large dikes of gabbro, "blsts. 

diabase,· and granite and by smaller dikes and 
veins of a schistose quartz-porphyry. This will 
be called the southern area of Quinnesec schists. 
A second area of Quinnesec schists occurS in the 
central part of the western end of the trough, but 
only the eastern end of this area cornea within 
the limits of the maps. It is wedge shaped, 
widening toward the west. It is surrounded on 
the north, east, and south sides by the Huronian 
sediments. To the west it crosses the Menominee 
River into WiscoDBin, where it has not yet been 
studied in detail. The rocks are greenstone· 
schists and spheroidal greenstones, cut here and 
there by basic dikes. This area will he called 
the western area of Quinnesec schists. 

On the north the Huronian sediments are bor
dered throughout nearly their entire extent by a 
complex of granites, gneisses, horn- Nonlum! 

blende-schists, and a few greenstone- oomples. 

schists, all of which are cut by dikes of diabase 
and dikes and veins of granite. Thi, will be 
called the northern complex. 

The Quinn .. ec schists and the granites and 

guei .... are placed in the Arehean for the follow· 
ing reasons: First, in lithology and Wh eIIlled 

structure they have all the complex An:'ean. 

characters which have been described· by the 
senior author in previous papers and in mono
graphs as typical of the Archean. Moreover, this 
complex of rocks along the northern side of the 
Menominee trough underlies unconformably the 
Lower Huronian series, as elsewhere in the Lake 
Superior region. The Quinnesec schists underlie 
the Huronian sediments, but whether they are 
unconformable below them has not been posi
tively determined, since no contacts have been 
found. Furthermore, the Quinnesec schists are 
in every respect identical with similar Archean 
schists in the Marquette district of Michigan and 
with the Archean schi,ts in the Vermilion· dis· 
trict of Minnesota. Therefore, while it can not 
be demonstrated beyond question that the Quin
nesec schists are pre-Huronian and therefore 
Archean, this is believed to be highly probable. 

QUIlfNBSBC BtlHIST8. 

1Joutlufrn area.-The ,outhern ares of Quin· 
nesec schists lies along and adjacent to the 
Menominee River, ·from the sharp Sdllds 

northward bend in the ri\Ter due west ~:~:::_ 
of Iron Mountain to the eastern limit River. 

of the mapped area. For this distance the river 
is bordered by schistose greenstones and various 
rocks that cut them, except at a few places where 
rock ledges are absent. The Quinnesec Falls and 
Sturgeon E'alls are on ,ome of the harder ledgee 
of these rocks. Near the Menominee River the 
rocks of the complex are greeDBtone.schists, 
gabbros, diabases, and diorites, cut by dikee of the 
last three named rocks, by dikes of granite, and 
by veins of quartz. South of the river, in Wis
consin, at a distance of from half a mile to two 
miles, is- th.e north side of a large area of granite. 
'rhis granite sends apophyses into the greenstone
schists, and consequently is of later age. Only 
the greenstone-schists with their intruded masses 
come within the limits of the area mapped, there
fore only the~ will be referred to here. 

The greenstone-schists comprise chlorite·schists 
and sericite-schists, schistose diabases, schistose 
diOlites, and schistose and massive gab-
bros. For the most part, these are ::~ODII 
arranged in belts striking a little north ofllelilsts. 
of west at the Sturgeon Falls, but trending more 
northerly as one passes up the river, until at the 
Upper Quinnesec Falls they strike about north
west. In several places the schists are cut by 
basic dikes whose material is Baussuritized gabbro 
or diorite. At the Horserace Rapids, in secs. 7 
and. 8, T. 89 N., R. 80 W., the pl'edominant rocks 
are coarse.grained diorites, some of which are 
fairly massive and others rather gne~ic. In the 
neighborhood of the Horserace Rapide and of 
the Upper Quinnesec Falls large quantities of acid 
rocks are associated with the basic rocks. In 
some places these are dikes and veins of nearly 
massive granite,· in others beds and dikes of 
gneissoid granite, and in still other places finely 
banded and schistose rocks, resembling the Saxon 
granulites_ The last-named rocks occur in bands 
of different widths, nearly always striking con
formably with the schistosity of the greenstones, 
which is approximately east-west. Wherever the 
bands exhibit any evidence of schistosity this is 
always parallel to the foliation of the adjoining 
greenstone.schist, irrespective of the direction of 
the band itself. The,e bande were regarded hy 
Williams 88 apophyses from the great granite 
mass of the south, which at the Horserace is only 
about half a mile distant from the river. 

From the field relations and microscopical study 
of the Quinnesec schists and their associated rocks 
we must conclude that all are igneous Sdlillts 

in origin. Many of them were lava ~~ from 

flows; some were beds of volcanic roeks. 

ashes, or tuffs; others were huge dikes cutting 
through the bedded deposits. Where ,ubjected 
to great pressure, such as that which compressed 
the iron-bearing series into folds, these rocks suf
fered many changes. Their original constituents 
were largely recrystallized. The finer.grained 
rocks, under the intluence of the stresses set up 
in them, became schistose, partly through the 
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granulation of the original components and partly I grained gneissoid granites and fiu. er-gl'ained banded \ YO. leanie tuffs are indeed fragmental, and some 
through recrystallization. The particles of some I gneisses. In addition to these there are also of them, possibly, were deposited under water, 
of the newly formed minerals developed with a I present in subordinate quantity a few coarse· but of this there is no evidence whatever. They 
parallel arrangement, giving a schistosity. The I grained gneisses, some hornblende-schists, and eel" I were not formed by the wearing away of a pre
coarse-grained rocks were also made schistose by i tain feldspathic greenstone-schists identical with existing land surface by the joint action of the 
the same processes, but the grains of these were some of-the mashed eruptives among the Quin. air, rivers, and waves, and consequently they are 
so much stronger than those of the finer·grained nesec schists. Mica-schists also occnr, but they are essentially different from the ordinary sediments 
rocks that they were able to resist the deforming rare. They are found only in a few exposures whose material was derived from land masses 
agencies more successfully, with the result that in the interior of the Archean area north of through the operation of these agencies. The 
their schistosity is much less marked than in the the limits of the map. The granites, gneisses, and Archean rocks of the district are thus strongly 
case of the finer.grained materials. schists are cut by intrusive coarse-grained and fine· contrasted with the Huronian rocks described in 

A few small dikes cutting the schists are grained basic rocks, by small dikes and veins of the following pages. 
younger than the latter. They are normal dia· pegmatite, and by numerous quartz veins. Some 
bases and baSalts, identical in composition with of the horn blende·schists and some of the gnei~ses ALGONKIAN SYSTEM. 

some of the rocks cutting through the iron.bearing appear to be older than most of tlle granites. General oharaoter and definition.~The Algon. 
series. Others of the schists are unquestionably mashed kian rocks constituting the Menominee trough, 

Quinnesec schists; but it iB thought to be more 
probable that these formations are actually absent 
from this portion of the district, since it is hardly 
credible that two such resistant formations as the 
Sturgeon quartzite and the Randville dolomite 
could have been so completely planed dO'ivn in 
this particular portion of the area as to leave no 
projecting ledges above the drift, whereas, in the 
central and northern portions of the trough they 
constitute the prominent elevations. If the 
absence of these formations be confirmed by 
future explorations, the fact may indicate that 
they _ were never deposited on the areas from 
which they are wanting, or that they were depos. 
ited in whole or in part and eroded during 
Huronian time. 

Western area.~The western area of Quinnesec intrusives that are younger than some of the though strongly metamorphosed, are recognized as 
schists occupies about 5 square miles. It extends granites. The aplites, pegmatites, and some of mainly sediments. The greater mass of these STUREl-EON QUARTZI'I'E. 

from about the center of sec. 15, T. 40 N., R. 30 the basic intrusiv'es are the youngest rocks belong~ sediments is mechanical, clastic textures being Distribution, ehmmeter, and pof!ition.~The StUI'. 
W.{ Michigan, to the Menominee River. The ing exclusively in the complex, but even these, still plainly apparent. The iron formations are geoR quartzite forms a continuous border of bare 
normal schists are occasionally cut by altered since they are not known to cut through the largely mechanical, but with the mechanical hills on the southern side of the northern com· 
diabMe dikes, but the gabbro dikes and the gran· Huronian deposits, are thought to have taken material an important amount of chemical and plex. The formation lies between the Archean 
ite dikes so prominent in the southern schists are their present position before the sediments were organic material was deposited, aud some of the complex and the northern belt of dolomite. 
entirely absent from them, at any rate so far as deposited. The latest of a11 the intrusives are jaspers of the formation may be who11y chemical Prominent bluffs of the typical quartzite may be 
they are exposed in Michigan. The Fourfoot cert,ain coarse·grained massive diabases and gab. or organic. The limestones are chemical or conveniently studied northeast of the Loretto 
Falls are at the southern side of the area, where it bros. These rocks not only occur as members of organic sediments. The sedimentary rocks have mine. 
crosses the Menominee RiveF, and the old Indian the complex, but are found also in the lower been intruded by a few coarse-grained ILnd some At many places at the base of the Sturgeon 
village of Badwater is at its northern limit. The member of the Huronian series, overlying the fine.grained igneous rocks. The latter are now quartzite there is a conglomerate made up of 
Twin Falls'plunge over ledges of the schists. Archean complex, There is no reason to believe usually schistose. 'fhe lowest member of the bowlders and fragments of granites, Basaloon~ 

The schists are grayish.green, fine.grained green. that any of these rocks are metamorphosed sedi. Algonkian system has at its bottom basal conglom. gneisses, and hornblende.schists, identi. glomerate. 

stones, in which schistosity is nearly everywhere ments, Most of them are clearly igneous in origin. erates, which rest unconformably upon the Archean cal with the cOiTesponding rocks in the adjacent 
noticeable. In so~e pla:es the rocks Schistose The massive granites and the gneissoid granites rocks of the northern complex. These conglom. Archean complex to the north. The matrix in 
are well·defined SChIsts, ",:th a cleavage ~!~s':.s~;:. differ from each other in no essential respect. erates may be seen at a number of places along which these are em_bedded is in some places a 
almost as perfect as that III slates j but The latter are merely schistose phases 1 the border of the trough, and notably at the falls quartzite; in other places it is an arkose com· 
in other places they are nearly massive. On of t,he forI?er. They bot~ embrace ~~~W:~s~~~. of the Sturgeon River. .. posed of thefine.grained debris of granitic rocks. 
many of the exposures a typical ellipsoidal struc· medlllm-gramed to fine.gramed gray The members of the system are lIkeWIse sepa- ' In many places this matrix is schistose, and in 
ture is discernible. The ellipsoids vary in diam- a.nd pink rocks wi~h a granitic texture that some· rated from the overlyi~g Cambrian san~stone by I these cases a large quantity of a micaceous min· 
eter from a few inches to 3 or 4 feet. There is tImes approaches m appearance the texture of a profound unconformIty. The Algonktan rocks i eral has been produced by alteration of the 
no striking contrast between the material of the some quartzites. The pink or red granites are are folded; the sandstone is horizontaL The latter' feldspar of the original sediment, so that the 
ellipsoids and that of the matrix between them. usually a little coarser grained than the gray thus lies across the truncated ends of the eroded, matrix is now lithologically a sericite·schist. 
In both cases the rock is a dense grayish green· ones. In the hand specimen red orthoclase is folds. Its lower layer is formed largely of the I The major portion of the formation consists of 
stone without any distinct textural features. The seen to be the principal constituent. In addition debris of the more ancient rocks. Hence the ' ~as8ive beds of a very compact, vitreous quartzite, 
matrix is usually slightly more schistose than to this there can also be detected a few grains of I Algonkian rocks formed a land surface for a vast I usually white, but occasionally tinted -
the ellipsoids, but otherwise it is like them. At white feldspar, a large number of quartz grains, period of time before the deposition of the Cam· ' with some shade of pink or green. In ~r:::us 
the Fourfoot Falls the exposures consist of alter· and an occasional flake of mica. '1'he gray gran. brian sandstones. I its upper portion the cement between quartzite. 

nating beds of massive, schistose, and slaty rocks, ites appeal' almost homogeneous. Here and there 'Vithin the Algonkian system there is also the quartz grains is often calcareous. This cal· 
striking about N. 80 0 W., almost at right angles through them are stringers and patches of pink an unconformity, corresponding to that in the I' careous constituent increases in quantity as the 
to the course of the river, and yet these rocks are granite, but most of the hand sp~cimens are of a Marquette distIict between the Upper Marquette I overlying dolomite is approached, until the rock 
mostly schistose on the Wisconsin side of _the nearly uniform dark-gray tint. The gray rock and the Lower Marquette series. This uncon· ,I becomes a calcareous quartzite and finally a 
river and mostly massive on the Michigan side. passes into the pink rock by almost imperceptible formity is not so plainly marked in the Menominee' quartl';ose dolomite. The change from the quartzite 
In this respect as in others the western schist area stages, the differences in the tints of the two end as it is in the Marquette district, but it is never· :1 to the dolomite is thus a transition. This indio 
is similar to the southern schist area. '1'he field members of the gradation series being due mainly theless so plainly indicated that there can be little cates a gradual deepening of the waters during 
observations indicate that the western area, like to the color of their feldspathic component. doubt of its existence. In the Marquette dif;tl'ict I the later part of the Sturgeon epoch. 
the southern, contains a variety of strongly meta- The banded gneisses consist of alternate bands the unconformity is indicated by a marked dis· I The main belt of the Sturgeon quartzite is a 
morphosed volcanic rocks. of pink and gray material, each band having the cordance between the upper members of the lower nearly vertical southward-dipping monocline. 

The microscopical examination of thin sections look of granite. These bands, while appearing series and the lowest members of the upper series, The outcrop of this monocline varies in 
shows that some of the rocks in the western area to be approximately parallel in the ledges, are and by the presence of a widespread basal con· strike, thus indicating that cross fold· ~4.':.~~rrd 
are altered diabases still preserving Schists found upon close inspection to run parallel to one glomerate in the upper series. In the Menominee ing has taken place to some extent. At mOnoc ine. 

their characteristic textures. Others ::::-sice{~~e<>us another for shor.t distances only, and then to I district the direct evidence of the unconformity is the western end of the district the qnartzite turns 
are so lUuch changed that their original- rocks. anastomose or interlace. The red layers cut the presence of a conglomerate or of a coarse northward, wrapping around the Archean com· 
nature can only be inferred from the character of across the gray gneiss as though they were veins quartzite at the base of the upper series contain· plex, and then passing eastward into the area of 
their alteration products. Some of these appeal' to of granitic materia1. The only difference that ing undoubted fragments of some of the rocks of 1 the Calumet trough. (Fig. 1.) On the turn to 
have been fine.grained diabases and otheJ's perhaps can be discerned between the banded. gneisses the lower series. There is also, in addition, indio 
glassy basalts. A few others were originally basic and the fine-grained gray gneisses cut by red rect evidence of the unconformity in the absence 
tuffs. All are now aggregates of actinolite, uralite, granite veins is that the latter are irregularly in parts of the district of the lowest and most 
zoisite, epidote, quartz, and other well·known injected by the granitic materiaL while in the resistant members of the Algonkian series-the 
decomposition products of basic igneous rocks. former the injections are largMy parallel. Sturgeon quartzite and the Randville dolomite. 

Relations to aJjaoentfo}'mation.~There are no The hornblende·schists are usually lustrous The non·existence of the Vulcan formation in 
contacts visible between the Quinnesec schists greenish.black schists with the normal charac· parts of the distIict adjacent to the Randville 
and the adjacent Huronian sediments. Exposures teristics of such rocks. They are cut Older and dolomite and the overlapping of the Vulcan I 
of the two series are found in closest proximity by the granites in some places. In h~~:"~~de_ formation by the Hanbury slate at some of these, 
on the Menominee River near the Fourfoot Fans. other places large blocks are found schists. places give further evidence of unconformity. I 

The Chicago and Northwestern Railway bridge ineluded in granite. Plainly they are older than The Algonkian system is therefore divided into a I 

crossing the river at this place is built on ledges the granites, and probably they are the oldest Lower Menominee and an Upper Menominee 
of the schist, Below the bridge is a long expos· rocks in the northern comple,f{. A second kind series, equivalent to the Lower Huronian and the 
ure of black slate belonging to the Hanbury for· of hornblende·schist exists in which the rocks Upper Huronian elsewhere in the Lake Superior 
mation of the Upper Menominee. The schists are so, related to the granites and gneisses that region. 

LOWl!:R MENOMINEE SERIES. 

Succession and distribution. - The Lower 
Menominee selies is divided into three forma· 

Huronian Ke,,-rennwan 
~ 

Fig. i.-Map showing relation of the Menominoe distriet to 
the other iron-bearing uist.riets of Michigan alld Wis
consin. Scale: 1 inch ~ 60 miles. 

and the slates are separated by a distance of they must be regarded as dikes. In some places 
about 150 paces, and this interval is occupied by they appear as bands cutting across the banding 
sand and glacial drift. There are, then, no cer· of the gneisses, and in others as bands conforming 
tain data for determining the age of the schists. in strike and dip with the lighter.colored bands 
Since, however, the southern and western schist of these rocks. These schists are therefore 
areas are composed of the same kinds of rocks, looked upon as mushed intrnsi\res. 
since they have the same relations to the Huronian 
sediments, and since in both cases the rocks have 
heen subjected to approximately the same degree 
of alteration, the Quinnesec schists of both areas 
have been placed together in the Archean. 

tions. Thest:l are, in the order of upward succession, ' the north, several small folds are developed, the 
the Sturgeon quartzite,_ the Randville dolomite, and II synclines of which are now represented byembay. 
the Negaunee formation. ments extending eastward into the Archean. 

The formations belonging in the Lower Menom· ' (See Structure section BB.) The dips of the 

GrfUnites, gneisses, and scltists.~The abundant 
rocks in the northern complex are rather fine· 

From the above brief outline of the Archean inee are observed only in the center and on quartzite beds may vary a few degrees~25° in 
rocks it is learned that they are all completely the northern side of the Menominee : one case-from perpendicularity. There are, 
crystalline. Some.of them are undoubted igne'l trough. On the southern side of the ~~ttr..~":::lh.1 almost as many northern dips toward the granite. 
ous masses j others are schists of such a nature trough no evidence of the existence of ern SIde. gneiss complex as there are southern dips toward 
that their igneous origin is inferred with little, : these formations is obtainable. '1'his may possi. I the center of the trough. 
if probability of error. No ordinary sedi'l bly be due to the thick covering of drift that I Two difficulties stand in the way of determin· 

rocks are found among them. The blankets the rocks north of the southern area of ing the thickness of th~ Sturgeon quartzite. The 



c. 

first is the impo,sibility of deciding how much of 
the apparent thickness of the many rock layers in a 
clooely fold.d di,trict, like the Menom· 
inee, is due to the duplication of beds ioolcl;.n: .. s;o 
in consequence of close folds. The eet. 

other difficulty is our inability to fix the upper 
limit of the formation. There is everywhere 
between the quartzites and the nearest ledges of 
the overlying dolomite a belt of country without 
exposures of any kind. If we assume that the 
southward-facing cliffs which so frequently mark 
the BOuthern limit of the quartzites are cliffs of 
differential degradation, that the low ground at 
the base of the cliffs is underlain by the dolomite 
formation, and that the exposures are monoolina], 
the thickne .. of the quartzite may be easily cal· 
culated at a number of places. At the gorge 
below the falls of the Sturgeon River is a contin
uous exposure of conglomerate and quartzite beds 
about 350 paces in width. ·For 300 paces the 
walls of the gorge are in evenly bedded quartzite 
striking N. 57° W. and dipping 75° to 88° N. 
An inspection of these beds reveals no indication 
of folding. The formation in its entire width 
appears to consist of consecutive beds. The 
thickness corresponding to this width, calculated 
at an average dip of 800 , is 915 feet.- Approxi. 
mately the same result is reached from measure
ments made on the east side of the river a few 
hundred feet from the river bank. Here the 
breadth of the formation is 400 paces and it, dip 
'1"0 0 N. The corresponding thickness is about 
1050 feet. A third calculation, mad. upon data 
obtained farther wes~ givee 1250 feet. It i, prob. 
able that the Sturgeon quartzite, like sedimentary 
formations elsewhere, varies in thickness at dif· 
ferent places, but it seems safe to assume that the 
above figures represent a fair average and that its 
maximum thickness is between 1000 and 1250 
faet. 

The Sturgeon quartzite rests unconformably 
upon the northern complex. This is shown by 
the character of the lower horizon of UDllOJdorm~ 
the quartzite, which, as already said, is ~:"~t1:: 
a basal conglomerate. This basal con. above. 

glomerate contains almost every variety of frag· 
ment derivable from the rocks of the northern 
complex. Some of this material in its original 
position must have been formed at great depth in 
the earth. Therefore there was deep-seated denu. 
dation of the Archean before the deposition of 
the quartzite. U pwaro, the Sturgeon quartzite 
grades into the Randville dolomite. The nature 
of the gradation is discussed under the latter 
h.ading. 

RANDVILLB DOLOMITE. 

J)islJribution, ohalraclm, and position.-Th. 
Randville dolomite occupies three separate beIts, 
whose positions and shapes are determined by the 
folding to which the formation has been subjected. 
These will be referred to as the northern, central, 
and southern belts of dolomite. 

The northern belt is ,outh of the belt of Stur. 
geon quartzite. Only a few exposures are found 
in this area, but they are so uni. 
formly distributed. that the whole belt ~~:'tr: 
has been colored for the formation. It belt. 

is quite possible that in some places erosion has 
carned away the dolomite and that the Upper 
Huron.ian rests immediately upon the quartzite, 
but in the present state of our knowledge this 
assumption does not seem justified. The country 
underlain by the northern belt of dolomite, is now 
the valley of Pine Creek. It is a low plain, cov· 
ered by .. nd, which h., b.en partly deposited by 
the creek and partly by glaciers. It WaB a valley 
long before the ad vent of the glaciers, and there is 
some evidence indicating that there was a valley 
in this place even before the deposition of the 
Cambrian sandstone. The long-continued erosion 
produeed by the Pine Creek drainage h .. reduced 
the area to one of low relief. This topography is 
very different in character from that of the other 
dolomite areas, which correspond to divides, and 
thus are elevations rather than depressions. 
. The central belt of dolomite borders the north 
side of Lake Antoine for a portion of its length, 
p .... s ,eaetward between the Cui! and 
the Indiana mines, and ends at the ~=l.. 
bluff known as Iron Hill in the east belt. 

half of ,ee. 32, T. 40 N., R. 29 W. Thi, b.lt is w.li 

Menominee. 

marked by numerous and often large exposures, 
but, as in the area just described, the exposures 
are not continuous. On the map the color of the 
dolomite formation has, however, been made to 
cover the area between sets of exposures, because 
we have no evidence that the rock is not at 
present beneath the ,oil. 

The southern belt of dolomite extends all the 
way from the western side of the sandstone bluff 
west of Iron Mountain to the village 
of Waucedah, a"l; the eastern end of the a.~f:: 
mapped area. Where not exposed 
a"l; the surface the . rock has been found in mines 
and test shafts and pits, so that there is a reason· 
able certainty that it exists throughout this dis
tance of 16 miles. Where there is any doubt of 
Its existence this is due to a considerable thick· 
ness of overlying Lake Superior sandstone.. From 
Iron Mountain as far east as the Sturgeon River 
the country underlain by the dolomite is a~range 
of high hills broken only at a few points by 
north·south gaps. On the southern slope of the 
ridge are the principal producing iron mines of 
the district. The northern boundary of the south. 
ern belt is in general very indefinite. At several 
places,·especially near the transverse gaps referred 
to above, the northern limit can be fairly well 
determined. by eiposures, but elsewhere the 
country in its neighborhood is so deeply drift 
covered that the boundary can not be definitely 
fixed without recourse to test pits and shafts. 
The southern boundary, on the other hand, is 
rather sharply delimited, not merely by .xpo,ure., 
but also by the underground workings of many 
of the mines. 

Ohalracter and variati0n8.-The Randville dolo
mite is composed of a heterogeneous set of beds 
in which dolomite is dominant. With the pure 
dolomites are siliceous dolomites, calcareous 
quartzites, argillaceous rocks, and cherty quartz 
rocke. The Rand vill. dolomite, lying upon the 
Sturgeon qua.rtzite, grades downward into .it. 
The intermediate rock is a calcareous quartzite. 

The predominant rook of the Rand ville dolo· 
mite is an almost massive, apparently homo
geneous, fine-grained, white, pink, blue, 
or buff dolo~ite, occurring in be~s =~~ 
from a few mches to many feet 10 

thickness. This is interstratified with beds of 
siliceous dolomite 'in which are observable numer
ous grains of quartz. In many cases on the 
weathered surfaces of the dolomites are thin pro
jeeting bands parall.l to the b.dding, which the 
microscope shows to be calcareous quartzite. In 
other cases projecting bands anastomose or l'UD. 

irregularly over the weathered surfaces, often 
intersecting the bedding planes of the rock at 
aC'ute angles. These seams are plainly narrow 
veins of quartz. Their abundance proves clearly 
that the dolomites, in spite of their homogeneous 
appearance, have been extensively fractured and 
crushed. In many places the crushing has pro· 
duced a breccia of dolomite fragments in a sili· 
ceous matrix. In a few instances the fragments are 
rounded, 80 that the rock is a pseudo-conglomerate. 

The greater part of the argillaceous rocks inter
,tratified with the dolomite i, ,oft, light.gray or 
dark.gray,late. Another part i, typical 
black slate, still plainly marked by =1:1..0; 
bedding lines_ Still other parts are v.rletle.. 

purplish.pink, schistose, argillaceous dolomite. 
In many instances the thin layers of the purplish. 
pink slate-like material between massive dolomite 
bed, app.ar to be largely the selvage of the 
softer layers of dolomite, rendered- schistose by 
the movement of accommodation between the 
stronger beds. The cherty quartz rocks are fine 
grained, drusy in places, and in color 
white, light red, or dark purple. The ~~ 
darker-~olored kinds look very much varieties. 

like some varieties of jaspilite_ U uder the micro· 
scope the cherty quartz rocks seem to be composed 
almost exclusively of a fine-grained crystalline 
aggregate of quartz which incloses a few grains 
of hematite, magnetite, and other iron compounds. 
Here and there a fragmental quartz grain may 
be seen, but usually no tFace of fragmental con· 
stituents can be discerned. These rocks thus 
appear to be gradation phases between the dolo· 
mite and thejaspilites of the Negaunee fOrII,\ation_ 

So far as known, none of the beds above 
described occupy continuously any given horizon 

:3 

in the formation. It appea~ however, that the 
quartzitic dolomites are more frequently near the 
base of the formation than elsewhere, and that 
the cherty quartz rocks are often at or near its 
top. If the cherty quartz rock is a transition 
between the dolomite and the non.fragmental iron 
formation, as it is believed _to be, its absence at 
many places is easily accounted for by the erosion 
that removed the greater part of the Negaunee 
formation. The erosion at some places ceased at 
the horizon of the cherty quartz rocks, but at 
other places continued until it also was removed 
and the dolomite was reached. 

Structurally the northern belt of dolomite is a 
southward-dipping monocline. The central and 
southern belts are anticlines. Between 
the three belts are two synclines. South :'~::.~IDe 
of the southern belt is a syncline, on IIIltidine __ 

the southern limb of which one might expect to 
find a belt of dolomite. This belt might be 
anticipated to appear above a belt of Sturgeon 
quartzite, both overlying the Quinnesec schists of 
the Menominee River. Apparently, however, 
the quartzite and limestone were not deposited, 
or both have been completely removed by erosion 
during inter·Menominee time, so that the forma
tions ~f the Upper Menominee series lie upon the 
greenstone-,chists. (See Structure section A.A.) 

In the anticlinal belts the beds at first sight 
appear to be isoclinal, but a close examination of 
the southern belt reveals the existence of a num
ber of minor folds having almost vertical limbs. 
In the western part of the district the folds are 
overturned to the south, the axial planes dipping 
north at high angles. In the central and eastern 
parts of the district, east of Quinnesec, the minor 
and major folds have their axial planes steeply 
inclined to the south. While the minor folds are 
fairly easily recognizable, it is only on Pitc:1I of 

the southside of the southern belt that mlDorfolds. 

they become prominent. Here the synclines ope~ 
ont, forming basins in which the ore bodies lie. 
The small folds, ae a rule, pitch weet in the 
western portion of the range and east in the 
eastern portion. There are exceptions to this 
rule, but in the majority of instances observed 
the pitches are as indicated. . 

The attitude of minor folds is, as is well known, 
an indication of the attitude of the major folds 
on which they are superimposed. By using this 
principle, it is concluded that the major anticlines 
in this district disappear to the east and to the 
west by plunging beneath the Upper Menominee 
sediments. Detailed examination of the- ends of 
the anticline north of Lakes Antoine and Fumee 
seems to show that this belt does actually dis· 
appear in this way. The behavior of the ends 
of the southern anticline can not be described, 
since both are covered with sandstone and drift. 
But for this belt, the evidence of the minor folds 
is fairly conclusive, so tliat it appears safe to 
assume that this dolomite plunges below the 
Upper Menominee rocks. 

From the above statements it is clear that, in 
addition to the major east-west anticlines and 
synclines that are so prominent in the district, 
the dolomite formation is also affected by a gentle 
but large anticlinorium with axis running approxi. 
mately north-south. 

At no place within the area mapped is the 
dolomite known to be exposed from the bottom 
to the top. On the northern side of Tblckness 

the trough the formation is bordered ::=.000 
by the StW'geon quartzite on the north feet or more. 

a.nd the Vulcan formation on the south, but 
exposures between these limits are so few that 
we can not he sure that the dolomite occupies the 
entire breadth. 

If, however, we assume that in the wider por
tions of the dolomite belts the entire formation 
is exposed, we are still unable to estimate its 
thickness accurately, since we know that it has 
been subjected. to subordinate folding, and we 
can not determine the exact amount of duplication 
of bede reeruting therefrom. 

In the center of sec. 12, T. 39 N., R. 29 W., we 
find the most continuous set of dolomite exposures 
in the district. Near the north-south quarter-line 
the belt is about 8000 feet wide, and h.. .. 
average dip of 55° S. Thi, corre'pond, to a 
breadth of approximately 2450 feet, which must 
be at least twice the thickness of th~ formation, 

since this belt is an anticline. So far as we can 
learn, there are no minor folds here, so that 1225 
feet must be accepted as the greatest possible 
thickness of the formation exposed at this place. 
The entire formation, however, does not reach the 
surface, for the beds in the center of the belt
those at the apex of the anticline, and conse· 
quently the lowest members exposed -are not 
the basal 'membel'S of the formation. Moreover, 
while the southern limit of the dolomite is well 
established by exposures of the Vulcan formation, 
it is not known whether the contact. is at the top 
of the dolomite or whether some of this rock had 
been removed by erosion before the deposition of 
the iron- formation. Further, the northern limit 
of the dolomite belt is not definitely known, for 
north of the exposures of this dolomite the coun
try is covered with swamps and sand plains. 

An estimate of the thickness of the formation 
based upon the above statement of facts would 
appear to be too small, because the lower and 
higher beds of the dolomite are not exposed .. 
However, superimposed upQn the major folds, as 
already pointed out, are many minor folds. To 
what extent the ~s are duplicated by this minor 
folding it is practically impossible to determine. 
If one should make calculations so as to obtain a 
minimum figiIl'e, 1000 feet or less could be 
obtained. If, on the other hand, one were to 
make calculations on the supposition that all of 
the isoclinal beds are different layers, an estimate 
88 great QS 5000 feet could be obtained. Prob· 
ably the truth is much nearer the lower figure 
than the higher. The original thicknes, of the 
dolomite is probably somewhere between 1000 
and 1500 feet. 

The dolomite formation is nowhere seen in 
actual contact with the Sturgeon quartzite, nor 
are ledges of the two formations seen COnfor .... ble 

in close proximity. It is known, how· ':io~:!.':-~Oh 
ever, that the upper layers of the quartzite. 

quartzite are calcareous and that the lower beds 
of the dolomite are quartzose. rl'he inference 
seems to be safe that the two formations are con
formable, and that they grade into eaeh other 
through calcareous q ua.rtzites. 

Contacts between the dolomite and the over
lying formation are found in many of the mines, 
but they are nowhere discoverable 
on the surface. In the little ravine f{;~:= 
just east of the old Brier Hill mine ~t!rl~;::_ 
the dolomite and the lower members of 
an iron formation are very close together, but 
their actual - contact is covered. The space 
between the ledges of the two formations is filled 
with loose fragments, and among these fragments 
are large piecee of quartzite holding p.bble, of 
jaspilite, quartzite, granite, and other members of 
the Archean. The presence of the jaspilite frag. 
ments in the conglomerate is proof that beneath 
this rock layer there existed somewhere in the 
Lower Menominee series an iron formation con· 
taining considerable jasper. This formation has 
now completely or almost completely disappea.red, 
so far as the surface indications show. It is 
assumed that it has been cut away by erosion, 
and that itl\ debris fornished the jaepilite frag. 
ments in the conglomerate. 

In the mines and the open pits a similar con· 
glomerate or a coarse quartzite is frequently found 
lying upon the dolomite. J aspilite fragments can 
not in all places be detected in it, but they can 
be observed in so many localities that the only 
acceptable interpretation of the phenomena is 
that the dolomite and the quartzite are separated 
by an unconformity. The contact between the 
two rocks is sharp. There is no gradation of any 
kind between. them. The dolomite near the con· 
tact is usually schistose, so much so Impervloll: 

that in most cases it is a pure talc- tale-adllst_ 

schist. The calcium of the dolomite has been 
removed and much of it has been deposited in 
the ore bodies as calcite, while the magnesium 
has remained. in the tal~. This talc-schist serves 
as an impervious lining to many of the folds in 
which the ore deposits lie, and afforded better 
conditions for the concentration of the ore mate
rial than were afforded by the massive and shat
tered dolomite underlying the ore formation at 
various places. The schist was probably formed 
in connection with movement along the contact 
plane after the Upper . Huronian deposits were 



laid down, and contemporaneously with the fold
ing and metamorphism that affected both the 
Lower Menominee and Upper Menominee series. 
The contact between the schist and the super
jacent quartzite is extremely sharp, and in many 
places the plane of contact is slickensided. 

O()(JU!J'r(}}UJe and correlation. - The Negaunee 
iron-bearing formation is believed to occur in 
only one or two places within the limits of the 
mapped area. Its identification as one of the for
mations of the Lower Menominee in this district 
is partly based upon the fact that the lower layers 
of the Upper Menominee series are built up very 
largely of the debris of an iron formation. 
Whether this formation was exactly equivalent 
to the Negaunee formation in the Marquette dis
trict can not be definitely determined; but it 
must have rested upon the Ralldville dolomite 
and occurred below the Upper Menominee Vulcan 
formation, which in many places is immediately 
above the dolomite. This corresponds exactly 
with the position of the Negaunee formation in 
the Marquette district. 1'he exposures believed 
to belong to the Negaunee formation are so few 
and so small that this formation is not represented 
on the maps by a separate color but is included 
nnder the color for the Vulcan iron-bearing for
mation. Hence there is no necessity to describe 
the Negaunee formation in detail in the present 
paper. The formation is believed to be identical 
in essential character "With the Negaunee forma
tion of the Marquette district. In Structure sec
tion AA the formation is supposed to exist, but is 
indefinitely represented, above the anticline of 
dolomite in the neighborhood of the Old Cornen 
mine, in order to account for the huge deposits 
of conglomerate ore found in the Traders and 
Clifford pits. 

UPPER J.IENO:'tUNEE SERIES_ 

Oomponent /ormation8_-All the formations 
between the unconformity on the top of the 
Lower Menominee series and the unconformity at 
the base of the Lake Superior sandstone are 
placed in the Upper Menominee series. For the 
purpose of the present folio the series may be 
divided into two formations: the lower, the 
Vulcan formation, includes all the known iron
bearing members of the district except the con
glomerate beds at the base of the Cambrian; the 
upper, the Hanbury formation, comprises the 
great upper slate member of the Menominee 
series. 
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The principal area of the Vulcan formation The third strip of country in which the iron- map, except at the point where it crosses the 
extends as a belt from 900 to 1300 feet wide along bearing beds are to be expected is that which Menominee River. Here the undoubted Han
the south side of the southern belt of Occurs south borders the northern dolomite belt. bury slate is so Dear exposures of the schists that 
dolomite for nearly its entire extent. d~i:~~t:',.n This area, however, is in the valley of ~~~::.t:{:g there is no room for the Vulcan formation between 
The belt follows the sinuosities of the belt. PiDe Creek. The surface is thickly ~~:!:.~~: them. 
southern border of the dolomite area rather covered with sand. There is no indio belt. From the foregoing account of the distribution 
closely, but it is much wider in the reentrants cation of the character of the underlying rock of the Vulcan formation it will be noticed that 
caused by the pitching synclines of the dolomite anywhere west of the Loretto mine except that the belts of iron-bearing rocks are not OCCUrfence 

than elsewhere_ The widening of the formation afforded by a group of pits near the center of sec. continuous. From the stratigraphical f!:'':!~:n 
at these places is of course due to the repetition 14, T. 40 N_, R. 30 W_, at the western extremity relations of the iron-bearing formation, summllrlzed. 

of beds in consequence of close folding. Along of the belt. These pits ha\re shown the presence one would expect it to occur as continuous belts 
only one stretch, about a mile in length, is the iron of lean ore associated with cherts, jaspilites, and surrounding the dolomite anticlines, bordering 
formation known to be absent. This is in the black slates. The cherts are filled with the" shots the south side of the northern dolomite monocline, 
west half of sec. 1 and the east half of sec. 2, '1'. and bands" of ore characteristic of the cherts in and bordering the areas of Quinnesec schist. In 
39 N., R_ 30 W., where the Hanbury slate lies the Hanbury slate and present to some extent in several places, however, it is seen that these rela
upon ledges of the typical dolomite. the jaspilites of the Curry member. In this case tions do not exist. It is known that in various 

On the north side of the southem dolomite the rocks are believed to belong to the Curry parts of the district the iron-bearing formation is 
belt, in the central or western part of. the district, horizon. absent from the position it would naturally be 
the iron formation has nowhere been In the neighborhood of the Loretto mine the expected to occupy, and that the Hanbury slates, 
found nor has any indication. of. its :ff£iiE£O;::h Vulcan formation appears to occupy the entire which stratigraphically oyerlie the ore-bearing 
presence been detected. MagnetlChnes ::~t.mlte breadth between the north side of the southern- strata, are in immediate contact with the dolomite 
are weak or absent altogether, and no most belt of dolomite and the south side of the that underlies the Vulcan formation. }'urther-
exposures of the Vulcan or other' formation have northernmost belt of this rock. A short portion more, at least at one place it is known that the 
been discovered near the dolomite west of the of this distance has not yet been slates are exposed in natural ledges at so short a 
Loretto mine, except a few slate exposures in pits explored, but all that portion which !f~r~i:';nOf distance from the western area of Quinnesec 
near the north west corner of sec. 10, T. 39 N_, has been opened up by the Loretto and schists that there would seem to be no possibil-
R. 29 W. Here the slate appears to be in con- Appleton workings reveals the presence of one or ity of the ·occurrence of the iron-bearing forma
tact, or nearly in contact, with the dolomite, form- the other members of the Vulcan formation. Of tion between them. It is probable that the 
ing the embayment extending into the dolomite the area east of the Appleton mine nothing is larger parts of the belts mapped as doubtful
area east of Norway, shown on the map_ Else- known. The country is here covered with thick the areas in which the underlying rock is 
where th~ country bordering the dolomite is deposits of sand and sandstone. unknown-are underlain by the Hanbury slate 
thickly drift covered, so that it is not known The other areas in which the Vulcan formation rather than the Vulcan formation, but it is certain 
whether or not it is underlain by a belt of the may occur are those bordering the Quinnesec that the Vulcan formation underlies a portion of 
iron-bearing formation. At the Loretto mine the schists_ Ifrom the order of succession these areas. 
ore formation exists in an eastward- Loretto on the northern side of the Menominee ~;~!!Jfa~Y Trader8 m,emher.-The Traders member of the 
pitching syncline. From this place it mine. trough, one would expect on the south- Q.:i~~~sec Vulcan formation consists of a conformable set of 
extends eastward along the northem side of the ern side of the trough to find in passing schists. beds composed of ferruginous conglom- Severlll Com_ 

dolomite, as shown by a line of magnetic attrac- north from the Quinnesec schists of the Menomi- erates, ferruginous quartzites, heavily ponent beds_ 

tions, to within a short distance of the east end of nee River, the following formations: (1) the feITllgil;Wus quartzose slates, and iron-ore deposits. 
the area mapped, where the thick deposits of Sturgeon quartzite, (2) the Randville dolomite, On the sections of mine workings these are desig
Paleozoic beds prevent further tracing_ (3) the Vulcan formation, and (4) the Hanbury nated the Traders quartzite, Traders slate, and 

The second important area of the Vulcan for- slate. As a matter of fact,. the only rocks Traders ore-bearing bed. The conglomerates and 
mation is that in which the Traders and the Cuff exposed near the Quinnesec schists are the Han- quartzites are usually at the base of the member 
mines are situated. It stretches for Occurs south bury slates. However, for a belt about a quarter resting upon the Randville dolomite_ These vary 
about 5 miles along the south side of d~r:~itentral of a mile wide north of the northernmost expo- in thickness from a few inches to 20 feet or more. 
the central~dolomite belt, running north belt_ sures of the schists no outcrops of any formation They contain fragments, usually small but ocea
of Lakes Antoine and Fumee, and ending, so far have been found. This belt is left doubtful on sionally large, of quartzite, jaspilite, white quartz, 
as present information indicates, somewhere about the map_ Since the Sturgeon quartzite and the and rocks that make up the Archean complex. In 
the east line of R. 30 W. Beyond this point for Randville dolomite are hard, resistant formations, many cases, however, the conglomerate contains 
a mile and a half there are no outcrops near the probably much more resistant than the Quinnesec so much ore and jasper that it is an ore and 
southern boundary of the dolomite, nor have any schist, it is thought to be highly probable that i jasper conglomerate or quartzite, which in some 
test pits, so far as our present knowledge goes, these formations do not rest upon the schist_ instances is so rich that it is mined. In these 
uncovered the underlying rock. We are there- Therefore, if the Hanbury slate does not occupy cases the matrix is a mass of smaH grains of 
fore ignorant as to whether or not the ore-bearing the doubtful belt, this area is probably underlain hematite, embedded in which are bowlders and 
formation continues this far. At the east end of by the Vulcan iron-bearing formation. The direc- pebbles of ore and of jaspilite_ The conglomer
the dolomite belt, however, the country has been tion of movement of the glacial drift was from the ates and quartzites of this kind are usually 
very thoroughly explored and the underlying northeast toward the southwest. The Quinnesec schistose_ The ore and jaspilite fragments are 

,snhdimi-sion into members.-The Vulcan iron- rocks have been exposed by pits and trenches. schists occupy high ground, and therefore heavy mashed into lenticular bodies, and the matrix into 
bearing formation embraces three members; these Lean iron-bearing slates are so abundant that the masses of drift were banked against the northeI'll a mass of thin scales like those characterizing 
are, from the base up, the Traders iron-bearing locality is known locally as Iron Hill, LeaR slates border of this schist. This is believed to be the the specular ores of the Marquette district. 
member, the Brier slate, and the Cnrry iron- but the slates are different from those at Iron Hill. explanation of the absence of exposures in this Typical OCCUITences of the ore-bearing quartzites 
bearing member. In this folio the three members of the Vulcan formation. These slates are similar belt. No opinion is expressed as to whether or and conglomerates may be seen at the open pits 
are mapped as a single formation. This is done to the lean iron-bearing slates discovered at several not the Vulcan formation occupies this belt or of the Traders mine and at the bottom and along 
because the individual members of the formation localities in the Hanbury slate areas. Moreover, a portion of it. Before publislling our final report the west side of No.3 pit of the Penn Iron Co., in 
are not so well exposed that they can everywhere a diamond-drill hole recently put down under the it is our intention to make a careful magnetic the SW.l of the NE. i sec. 9, T. 39 N., R 29 W. 
be separately outlined. However, at various pits t~ within a short distance or the dolomite survey of the area of the belt in question, in The conglomerates and quartzites pass upward 
places the three members are known to exist and reveals the existence only of gray slates like order, if possible, to ascertain whether this strip into the ferruginous quartzose slates_ These con
locally they can be separately mapped. It "Will those of the Hanbury formation. The contact of country is probably underlain by the Vulcan sist of alternating layers of heavily feITuginous 
be necessary briefly to describe each member, of the two formations has not been reached by formation or the Hanbury slate. quartzites, iron oxides, and in some cases jaspilites. 
since they are lithologically very different. The this drill hole, but the interval between the last The situation is nearly similar about the western The quartzose layers are dark red or purple 
Traders member is so named because of its known position of the slate and the nearest area of Quinnesec schists_ Only two exposUJ'es jasper-like beds, from a fraction of an inch to 18 
typical occurrence at the Traders mine, north of I exposure of the dolomite is so narrow that there are known as close as 600 feet from the schist inches or 2 feet in thickness_ Some of them on 
Iron Mountain. The Brier slate is so named seems to be no room there for the Vulcan forma· ledges. One of these is unquestionably an fresh fractures exhibit the quartzitic texture very 
because these slates are well exhibited at Brier tion. Further, a line of auger borings has been exposure of Hanbury slate_ The other is a fer- plainly. The coarser of them approach ferru
Hill. The Curry member is so called because carried from the northernmost exposures of the ruginous slate that resembles very closely some ginous quartzites. Others, however, resemhle 
the Curry mine is located in this horizon. Hanbury slate north across the swamp to within of the ferruginous slates of the Hanbury forma- very closely a typical jaspilite, which in some 

Stratigraphic p08ition and di<8triouUon.-From a few feet of the base of the dolomite cliff, and tion_ These exposures are both on the southern cases they are believed to be. 'l'hese varieties 
the position of the Vulcan formation immediately these revealed only slate_ While little confiuence side of the schist area, and are more than 4 miles are often mottled by red and purple blotches that 
upon the Lower Menominee heds we Between should perhaps be placed in the results of these apart. Absolutely nothing is known of the appear to be due to the presence of red jaspilite 
would naturally expect the distribution ~dU~~bury borings, the evidence of the absence of the Vulcan geology of the intervening strip of country_ Nor grains in a ferruginous quartzose matrix. In the 
of the ore-bearing formation to be deter- formations. formation and the presence of the Hanbury slate is anything known of the belt of country bor- greater number of instances the mottling is in 
mined by the distribution of the lower series, and at this place seems so strong that on the map the dering the western schist area on the north_. small elongated areas and the rock possesses an 
as a matter of fact, wherever the Vulcan formation color of the latter formation has been carried to This area is so deeply buried under sand and I incipient sc1listosity in the direction of the longer 
exists it is found immediately above the Rand- the very edge of the dolomite area. On the north gravel that we are not even certain that the axes of the areas. This phenomenon is the result 
ville dolomite member of the Lower Menominee side of this same dolomite belt the iron northern limit of the schists has been correctly of mashing, which flattened the jaspilite grains 
series and below the Hanbury slate. But at some formation is known to extend for only Cuff mine. outlined. '):'he probabilities are more favorable and the smaller components of the quartzose 
places within the district where we would naturally a short distance on both sides of the Cuff mine, to the belief that the Quinnesec schists are sur-I matrix, producing a parallel anangernent of the 
expect to find the Vulcan formation the dolomite in the southern portion of sec_ 22, '1'_ 40 N., R. rounded by the Hanbury slate tban that they are particles. It is difficult to determine with cer
is in immediate contact with the Hanbury slate, 30 'V_ To the east and the west the country is surrounded by a belt of the Vulcan formation. tainty the relative amounts of the detrital mate
or is separated from exposures of the latter forma- thickly covered by drift and sandstone, and noth- Since, however, there is considerable room for, rial and true jaspilite which is non-fragmental, 
tion by intervals so narrow as to show that the ing has been learned of the nature of the under- I doubt as to the correctness of this view, the belt I but apparently the former is more abundant, and 
Vulcan beds are lacking_ lying rock. I bordering this area is colored as doubtful on the it may be dominant. 
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The associated 'iron oxides uBually 'occur in The jaspilite bands in many cases are in the . sandy ores and ferruginous quartzose slates. The 
beds no thicker than the quartzose layers. At center of the quartzose slate layers, but occasion- materials of the former appear to have been 
various. places, however, especia~ly in Iron or.,s of ally are along one side, and are always Blinded Donm formed largely by metasomatic changes from an 
the basms produced by the foldmg of the Traders parallel to the bedding planes. Both ~~{,:~ntBI iron-bearing carbonate; those of the latter consist 
the dolomites, they rapidly thicken and member. the jaspilites and theferl'uginolls quartz- j8.llpilite>l. largely of detrital material derived from some 
replace the quartzose slate along its strike, form- ose slates are dark red or purple. The two can older formation. The explanation of the intimate 
ing ore deposits, which may be sufficiently large usually, however, be distinguislled. The jaspilites relations of these two kinds of sediments is proba
to warrant mining_ are homogeneous rocks, with a flinty fracture and bly somewhat as follows: The formation origi-

The thin-bedded ores are usually gray specular luster. They consist usually of very finelyerys- nally consisted of ferruginous quartzose sand 
varieties, strongly resembling the Marquette specu- talline quartz and hematite, in which much of the derived from some older ore-bearing formation 
lar ores from the Ishpeming formation. Theyare iron oxide has a remarkable concretionary stmc- (the Negaunee formation) interbedded with cherty 
schistose rocks, made up of thin plates of hem- ture_ Examined under the microscope, some thin iron carbonate and shale, with various mixtures 
atite Arranged in parallel positions. On fractured i, sections are found to contain siderite; some, red of two or all. 
surfaces along schistose planes, especially when I hematite which has the forms of siderite and is In the course of time the cherty carbonate was 
these surfaces have been slightly weathered, there probably secondary to that carbonate. In other changed to hematite, tile silica was rearranged 
is noticeable a peculiar texture that possesses cases actinolite occurs in subordinate amount. (see p. 9), and jaspilite was formed. Where 
considerable significance. On such surfaces a I These jaspilites are very similar to the concretion- the iron carbonate was in beds of notable thick
distinction can be made out between a fine-! aryferruginous cherts of the Penokee and Animikie ness the resultant jaspilite is important. J aspilites 
grained matrix and numerous comparatively large districts, described in Monograph XIX of the also formed in cracks traversing the ferruginous 
ovaloI' lenticular areas. The latter give uniform United States Geological Survey_ The chief dif- quartzose slates_ Some of the new hematite was 
reflection from their entire surfaces, while the ference is that the iron oxide is red hematite deposited in thin layers along the bedding planes. 
matrix reflects from many small surfaces. The rather than brown or somewhat hydrated hema- Another portion of the newly formed hematite 
appearance thus produced is that of a number of tite. They are almost identical with the j~pilite remained or was deposited among the grains of 
large flattened grains in a groundmass composed of the Marquette district, described in Monograph the detrital ores, thus enriching them in the same 
of small grains. This texture is characteristic of XXVIII of the United States Geological Survey, manner that the Traders ores were enriched, espe
fragmental sediments. except that the concretionary or oolitic structure cially in the bottom of the folds and in areas of 

Where the ore layers thicken they usually take is more prevalent in the Curry member than in disturbance. In spite of the enrichment of the 
on a different character. They lose their marked the similar rocks of the Marquette district. Curry member in iron oxide, its ores are not 
specular habit and bec?me mor~ granu- Conditions of The ferruginous quartzose slates consist largely profitably worked at as many places as are those 
lar. At the same tlme theIr color speclaJ of plainly fragmental quartz. The coarser varie- of the Traders member. The feITuginous detritus 
changes to a dark blue or black The enrichment. ties approach quartzites. Between the . in the Curry beds is usually not so rich in iron 
changes from thin beds to thick deposits, and grains of fragmental quartz there is :~:~n;:~:al oxide as that found at the Traders horizon. It is 
from a gray specular ore to a dark granular one, finely crystalline quartz and iron oxide. silltes. more intricately mixed with siliceous sands and 
are noticed to occur particularly in areas of dis- What part of the matrix is truly detrital and is in thinner layers_ Where folds exist in the 
turbance, such as the ends and troughs of folds, what part, like the jaspilite, is non-fragmental in members, furnishing favorable situations for rich 
the places where the rocks have been crushed or origin it is difficult to sllY_ Between the bands deposits, the ore bodies may be large enough and 
jointed, etc. In these places the water that is which are plainly true jaspilites and non-detrital I rich enough to warrant mining, but for the greater 
constantly circulating through the rocks has and those which are plainly detrital there are all part of its extent the member yields only lean 
removed silica and deposited hematite. New gradations. It is difficult to ascertain whether ores. 
hematite has built out the plates of the original the fragmental or the non-fragmental material is Relation8 between the membeJ'8 qf the Vulcan 
ore into grains_ At the same time it has filled or the more abundant for the entire Curry member, f01'tnaaon_-~rhere no marked disturbances exist 
parUy filled with ore the openings that have been since it is so poorly exposed. between the Traders member and the 
produced during the crushing and jointing of the In other districts of the Lake Superior region, Brier slates the first grades into the ~~:~;:!Ol~~! 
rock. Where the crushing was considerable the as has been shown, the jaspilites have developed I second by diminution of the amount of Brier. 

ore may present a porous aspect and all joint from an originally cherty iron-bearing Orl2"ln of ferruginous material and by increase in the num-
cracks may be lined with drases of hematite carbonate, and there is little doubt that jaspilite. ber and thickness of the quartzose beds. At the 
crystals. In other instances the thickening of the the jaspilites of the Menominee district have the same time there is an increase in the proportion 
ore beds is, in part at least, an original effect and same origin_ Independent of the analogy fur- of slaty material. When the ferruginous material 
not one due to secondary causes. Some places nished by other districts, the siderite in some of is lUuch reduced in quantity the rrraders ore-bear
along the original shore lines were more favorably the slides, and pseudomorpl1s of hematite after ing bed becomes the Brier slate. This gradation 
situated for the accumulation of the ferruginous siderite in these and other slides, give very occupies only a very short vertical range, so that 
sediments than others. Here the hematite sands strong evidence of their derivation from an the line between the Traders member and the 
settled in greater abundance than elsewhere and oolitic il'on-benring carbonate. The ferruginous Brier slate is usually determinable within a few 
made thick beds. The ore bodies thus produced quartzose slates are believed to have feet. 
may pass gradually along the strike into ferm. heen derived largely from the erosion ~:i,:lt:tf Where mnrked disturbances have occurred, as 
ginous quartzose slates, whereas when the change of the Lower Menominee series,includ- material in the vicinity of Norway and eastward for several 
is due to secondary enrichment the passage is ing the Negaunee formation. But mingled with miles, the relations between the two members 
comparatively sudden. The ore deposits are this detrital material in many cases wns appar- are very different. Wherever it can be seen the 
thus exceedingly variable in thickness, in some ently a considerable amount of non-fragmental contact between the Traders and Brier members 
places measuring only a few inches, in others material. There are, therefore, in the CUlTY is sharp. In many places the contact seems to be 
reaching 200 feet or more. member all gradations between clastic and non- I slickensided and often to be a plane of differen-

Like all other fragmental sediments the ores clastic sedimentation_ I tial movement_ .At the open pits of the Norwny 
contain a variable quantity of impurities_ Much The iron ore of the Curry member is of two mine and those north of the Curry mine, and 
of this impurity consists of quartz Ferruginous kinds. Generally both kinds are less micaceous between this mine and the West Vulcan, the 
grains and of the constituents that are slates. than tile Traders ore. The first kinu Varieties of Traders rocks are in places pseudo-conglomeratic. 
usually found in slates. Sometimes the propor- of ore is hard, dense, and very flinty_ g-:~r~'!.~':uD The Brier slates also may be brecciated. More-
tion of such substances is so great that the ores It occurs in very thin layers, separated ber. over, the brecciation is not confined to 
are not marketable_ They are then known as by equally thin layers of jaspilite. The layers, these two members, but the underlying ~::~~i:!dd 
slates_ The blue or dark-gray slates occurring moreover, do not continue for any great distance dolomite is at some places likewise ores. 

under the ore at the Clifford pit of the Traders with an even thickness-, but fray out into thinner, brecciated for a short distance beneath its upper 
mine are of this character_ They are ferruginous vein-like seams, which run for short distances surface. The phenomena wherever studied appear 
sediments in which the proportion of ore grains approximately parallel and then again unite to to indicate that the relations between the dolo
is not sufficiently great to warrant working_ form a single band_ Between the seams of the mite, the Traders member, and the Briel' slates 

B'l'ier 8late_-The Brier slate lies immediately layers lens-shaped jaspilite occurs. were originally normal-Le., that the ore-bearing 
above the Traders member. The slates are heavy, The second kind of ore is very different. This bed ·is principally detrital material lying upon the 
black, ferruginous, and quartzose, often present- often possesses a sandy appearance, as though dolomite, and that upon the ferruginous material 
ing a very even and fine banding, due sometimes the ore had mixed with it an apprecia- Sandyiron the Brier slates were conformably deposited. At 
to the presence of layers richer than the average ble quantity of sand grains, or were ores. the time of folding slipping occurred along the 
in iron oxides and sometimes merely to the pres- itself a mass of small fragments_ The beds of contact between the Upper Menominee series and 
ence of small quantities of pigments. this ore are generally thicker than those of the the Lower Menominee series and between the 
surfaces the banding is emphasized by first kind and are much more continuous_ The 'l'raders and Briel' members. The dolomite was 
weathering. 'Vhere the weathering has pro- thicker beds are frequently very evenly laminated brecciated to some extent, the Traders detrital 
gressed very far) lIo·wever, red ocher is formed in dark-gray or black and light-gray bands. The ores were crushed and brecciated, and in several 
and the slates are stained an almost uniform color. color of the lighter bands is due to the presence instances the lower portions of the Brier slates 
They open along the bedding planes and become of numerous elongated flakes of a nearly white were likewise included within the zone of move
very shaly. In this form they yield an abundant micaceous mineral that may be muscovite or some ment and were fractured and brecciated. Later 
talus at the base of all cliff faces in which they hydrated decomposition product of this mica. the breccias were enriched by the deposition of 
are exposed. The ores and siliceous layers in the Curry hematite and other iron compounds, and both 

OurJ'Y membe1'_-The Curry iron-bearing mem- member of the Vulcan formation are Conditions of the Traders member and the lower part of the 
ber consists of interbedded jaspilites and ferru- thus divisible into t'NO classes. Into ~~~~o:m. brecciated Brier slates became sufficiently ferru
ginous quartzose slates, with various mixtures of one class fall the dense, black ores and ber. ginous to warrant mining. Thus this line of con
the two, and ore deposits. the jaspilites, and into the other the evenly banded tact is marked by large open pits in the NE. t 

Menominee. 

9, T_ 39 N., R. 29 "\V. The ore ~belonging to 
the Traders member was taken from them some 
years ago. But it was not until the summer of 
1899 that the demand for lean ores was so great 
that the ferruginous quartzose slates could be 
mined with profit. In this year, however, some 
of the Norway mine product consisted of this 
material. 

The Brier slates pass upward into the. Curry 
member by the diminution of argillaceous mate
rial and the introduction of ferruginous 
material, especially bands of jaspilite. ~~:ra~!t~ of 

At the same time, the somewhat felTu- Curry_ 

ginous quartzose Brier slates become heavily fer. 
ruginous. At one place this transition is seen to 
occur laterally as well as vertically. No strati
graphic break baS" been discovered anywhere 
within the Vulcan formation_ 

Fold8 of 8everal 01·der8.-The Vulcan formation, 
where it is known to exist, occupies a position on 
the upper sides of the dolomite anti-
clines. Its major folds, or folds of the :;::~~~~:r 
first order, correspond exactly to the 
major folds of the Randvil1e dolomite. The 
folds of the seco~d order correspond also with 
those of the dolomite. The troughs on the 
southern side of the southern dolomite area are 
occupied by the members of the iron-bearing 
formatIOn. Moreover, within the Vulcan forma. 
tion are numerous still smaller folds of Folds of 

the third order, which, because of the third order. 

hardness of the rocks and the perfection of the 
banding, are well exhibited. These small folds 
may be observed at nearly every place where 
mining has progressed to any considerable extent 
and at many other places where only lean ores 
have been developed. 'l'he folds of the third 
order pitch in the same direction as those of the 
second order, on which they are superimposed, 
but the strikes of their axes may diverge slightly. 
The minor folds are extremely important guides 
to the discovery of are bodies_ The folds of the 
second order determine the general position of 
the ore bodies, while the folds of the third order 
determine in many cases their more exact posi
tions within the lal'ger folds. The folded slates 
of the formation are relatively impervious, and 
where not shattered often furnished troughs into 
which the circulating waters were conveyed and 
the ore deposits formed. In exploring operatlon·s 
it is irnpol'tnnt to determine the strikes and dips 
of the axes of the minor folds, not only because 
they indicate the direction of the pitch and strike 
of the larger folds, but also because they direct 
attention to those places at which ore bodies are 
most apt to exist. rl'his subject is more fully 
covered in a later section, on the iron-ore deposits. 

In addition to the three orders of folds ahove 
referred to, there may in many places be dis
covered still smaller folds. These are 
superimposed on the folds of the third Minute folds_ 

order in the same way in which the latter are 
superimposed on the folds of the second order. 
On exposed surfaces the· fo1ds of the higher 
orders appear as a series of crinklings or :fiutings, 
with heights of from one.quarter inch to 5 or 6 
inches from trough to crest. Even in the troughs 
of these minute folds, under favorable circum
stances, iron ore was deposited, especially where 
crushing and brecciating took place in connection 
with the folding. 

Wherever folding is observed within the iron
bearing formation it is noticeable that it is best 
preserved in the siliceous bands. rl'he iron·ore 
layers between the siliceous layers, while yielding 
tv the stresses that produced the folding, were 
mashed and sheared aud became schistose. Where 
the compressing forces were very powerful a slaty 
cleavage developed in both the iron-ore and the 
siliceous layers. In the siliceous layers this is 
the only secondary structure observed, while in 
the ores there is present in addition a schistose 
structure nearly parallel to the bedding plane, 
unless this has been obliterated by the deposition 
of new ore material. 

j)etermination8 of tAioloneS8.- A number of 
sections offer opportunities for determining the 
thickness of the separate members of the Vulcan 
formation, but only a few present opportunities 
for determiuing its total thickness. All along 
the south side of the southern dolomite belt, from 
the Aragon mine eastward to the Sturgeon River, 
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the iron.bearing formation stretches as a narrow formation. If the Vulcan formation exists in the fragments of the dolomite, and are badly shat- and the character of their basal members-fault· 
belt which for much of the distance appears to doubtful areas adjacent to the Quinnesec schist, teredo A slate breccia is thus formed, which iug and unconformity. 
be without important folds. At several places it there rests upon that schist. might be a fault breccia or a brecciated conglom. For a time it was thought that faulting near 
mining operations have afforded excellent sections Where the Vulcan formation rests upon the erate. There can be no doubt that there has been the contact plane between the Hanbury slate 
from the base of the productive portion of the Randville dolomite the lower layers of the upper movement along the contact zone, for the and the older rocks might explain the 
Traders member to the top of the Curry member, formation appear to lie conformably Time gap ding of the slate has been much disturbed phenomena. Thus the absence of the 
and at a few places the sections extend downward upon the older one, with an extremely ~e:~~nand a distance of 8 feet or more from the dolomite. Vulcan formation east of Quinnesec 
to the top of the Randville dolomite. At Brier sharp line of definition betw"een them. Randvllle. Whether or not the movement was along a fault could be explained by the hypothesis ~~t. bly 

Hill, where practically the whole for. In some places the upper part of the RandviUe plane which cut out the Vulcan formation was that the Hanbury slates had been 
mation can be seen on the surface, its !=16t~~~~~0 formation is a dolomite. In other places it is a not determinable from the exposures. The dolo· thrust over the lower formation of the Upper 
thickness is about 600 feet. At the feet. talc·schist derived" from the dolomite. 'Vhere mite ~long the contact plane is not slickensided, Menominee series so as to rest upon the Rand· 
Curry shaft No.2 it is 700 feet thick, and at the the Vulcan formation rests on the dolomite or nor is the rock near the contact greatly mashed, ville dolomite. The absence of the Vulcan forma· 
Aragon mine its thickness is about 675 feet. talc·schist its basal member is either a quartzite so far as could be observed. This may be thought tion between the Hanbury slate and the dolomite 

At a number of sections the thickness of the which often contains ore and jaspilite fragments, to indicate that the movement was of slight mag- at Iron Hill might be similarly explained, only 
individual members comprising the formation is or an ore and jasper conglomerate containing large nitude, and that it was more in the nature of a here it would be necessary to believe that after 
easily measured. The Brier slates ~ave Thickness and small pebbles of ore. These fragments must differential movement of the slates neal' the con· the faulting occurred close folding took place, 
been measured at seven places, YIeld. of s:,r.rate have been derived from an older iron formation tact than of faulting across the beds. If the else the manner in which the Hanbury slate wraps 
ing results between 100 and 360 feet. mem en<. that originally rested upon the dolomite, but absence of the iron.bearing beds between the around the eastern end of the central belt of 
Five of these measurements fall between 320 which was eroded at the time the Traders memo Hanbury slate and the dolomite is due to over· dolomite would be inexplicable. 
and 360 feet. Eight measurements of the Curry~ ber was laid down. In one case, at least., the lapping of the slates rather than to faulting, the There are undoubted minor faults in the 
member have given results varying between 100 dolomite itself yielded bowlders to the overlying lower layers of the slate should be coarse detritus, Menominee district, but most of them are 
and 225 feet. Six of these fall between 160 and beds, for on the seventh and eighth levels of the since the relation of the slates to the underlying extremely small, that in the Pewabic mine being 
225 feet. Measurements of the Traders member Chapin mine, at a point just south of the" C" rocks are those of a younger sediment~y series the only one of sufficient magnitude to be mapped 
have yielded no such concordant results. In the shaft, several large rounded fragments of the to an older series, upon which the younger series on the mine plats (see fig. 3). Moreover, it is 
first place, its thickness probably varies widely, dolomite were found embedded in the iron-bearing is unconformable. The breccia between the slate clear that certain crushed zones of the Traders 
as~ should be expected of a formation composed formation. If there was originally a slight dis· and the dolomite referred to above may be a and Brier beds near Vulcan are due to faulting. 
largely of detrital deposits formed near a shore cordance in bedding between the two formations mashed conglomerate of this kind, but of this we Further, there have been marked movements of 
line. Moreover, only a few sections reach as low it has been obliterated by the movements along can not be sure. accommodation between the different formations 
as the dolomite. Hence, the exact position of the contact plane that took place during the fold· At Iron Hill, in sec. 32, T. 40 N., R. 29 W. the at their contacts, which might be called faulting. 
the contact between this rock and the iron.bearing ing of the district and the production of the talc· Hanbury slate is believed to lie immediately In all of these instances, however, the faults are 
formation must be guessed at. Only three meas- schist. The Traders member thus appears to be upon the Randville dolomite. No can· local, and in none of them is the displacement of 
urements have been made from the known top of conformable in attitude, though not continuous tact between the two is seen. '1'he ~:::~~r.re"atd the faulted beds great. These few minor faults, 
the dolomite to the known top of the Traders in time, with the underlying dolomite, which dolomite ends in a number of small Iron Hili. which are easily recognized, certainly would not 
member. These give 170 feet, 85 feet, and 155 remained practically undisturbed during the knobs having steep faces toward the south. At the warrant the assumption of such numerous and 
feet. long interval which succeeded its deposition bases of the little cliffs is a swamp about 300 feet extraordinary faults as would be necessary to 

The opportunities for accurate determinations and preceded the deposition of the Traders wide, and on the opposite side of the swamp, on explain the relations above described. Further· 
of the thickness of the Vulcan formation in the member. the north slope of a slight elevation, are several more, the faulting theory does not explain .the 
southern iron.bearing belt west of Nor. Where the Vulcan formation rests upon the exposures of slate. The intervening swamp area conglomeratic and quartzitic character of the 
way and in the centra; iron·bearing belt ~f:~~:{g:'r~ Negaunee formation discrimination between the has been tested at a number of places by auger Vulcan formation where it is in contact with 
north of Lake AntolDe are very poor. two is difficult. However, close obser· borings, as has already been related, and has been the Randville dolomite and the Negaunee forma-
In both of these areas folding is more prominent vation shows that at the contact plane ~:'::'':.::d found to be underlain by slates. tion, nor does it explain the apparen.t cQnglom-
than it is in the southern belt east of Norway, the non·clastic jaspilite characteristic :J*;~ffr.hed The uppermost layers of the dolomite forma· erates at the base of the Hanbury slate. 
and where folding is not prominent exposures are of the Negaunee formation disappears tion consist of white cherts, and these are beauti· The second explanation which suggested itself 
lacking. In the Pewabic mine a measured section and the red or putple quartzose slates character· fully brecciated. Above these in some places lies to us is that there is an unconformity between 
along a drift in the first level under shaft No.1 istic of the Traders member of the Vulcan forma- a conglomerate containing numerous large rounded the Lower Menominee and the Upper 
gave 232 feet for the Traders member and 265 tion appear. Furthermore, the hard, dense ores bowlders of dolomite, subangular fragments of .Menominee, such as obtains elsewhere ~:E!:!f:r~ 
feet for the Brier slates. At the Traders mine of the Negaunee formation are different from the chert, and an occasional pebble of quartzite, in a ", between the Upper Huronian and the ::'bi~d~J;itd 
195 feet of the Traders member are exposed, and fragmental and micaceous ores of the Tradel'R matrix composed mainly of dolomite and chert I Lower Huronian in the Lake Superior =bl,,;,:~o~~;r 
the interval between the top of this member and member. The exact boundaries between the two debris. Many of the pebbles are mashed and region. The order of events producing rocks. 

the supposed position of the base of the Han· can be determined only after a careful micro· faulted, thus showing that the district was the unconformity must have been somewhat as 
bury slate corresponds to a thickness of 480 feet scopical examination has been made of thin deformed after the conglomerate was laid down. follows: After the deposition of the Lower 
for the Brier and Curry members. At the Indiana sections cut from specimens taken at short intervals When the conglomerate is traced eastward to the IInronian series, consisting of the Sturgeon 
mine the measured thickness of the entire Vulcan across the strike. end of the set of dolomite ledges the relations quartzite, the Randville dolomite, and the Negau
formation is about 550 feet. The relations between the Vulcan formation between this rock and the chert are found to be nee iron formation, the area was raised above the 

An interesting feature of these figures appears and the overlying Hanbury slates are those of very complicated. The conglomerate apparently sea. Denudation continued for a long time. 
when we compare the estimated thickness of the conformity. The ~ontact i~ usuall! Vulcan and grades into a breccia, and this in places is between Upon the southern side of the Menominee trough 
Brier and the Curry members with the very sharp. No dIfficulty IS expen. Hnnburyare beds of dolomite or layers of the chert. At one these formations, if deposited, were entirely 
total thickness of the two. In almost ~:~~r:nsof enced in defining the upper limit of the conformable. place the conglomerate looks as though it were a removed. In the central and nOJthern portion of 
every case where the estimated thick· thickness. iron.bearing formation. The slates, however, are breccia formed by crushing of the chert and dolo· the district denudation extended to a sufficient 
ness of either of these members falls below the often so very schistose on the upper side of the mite; at other places it appears to be a layer of depth to remove the Negaunee formation in the 
average of all the measurements for that member contact that their bedding planes can not be true conglomerate between layers of massive larger part of the area, and to cut into the Rand· 
the thickness of the other formation exceeds the recognized. The hedding of the iron.bearing dolomite; and in other places it strongly resem· ville dolomite over much of the area. Probably 
average, and the total of the two is fairly con· formation, on the other hand, is still almost per- bles a conglomerate composed of fragment~ of the the folding accompanying this uplift and erosion 
stant. Thus, whereas seven estimates of the thick- fectly preserved, and is parallel to the contact. dolomite and chert lying above the dolomite. was very moderate. 
ness of the Brier slates vary between 240 feet The relations between the Hanbury slate and The conglomerate may be an intraformational After erosion had long continued, there was 
and 360 feet,"and eight estimates for the Curry the subjacent formations other than the Vulcan conglomerate (one originally produced during the slow subsidence of the IJower Menominee land. 
member vary between 112 feet and 225 feet, formation should perhaps logically be considered deposition of the formation, and therefore an During the early stages of the encroachment of 
measurements of the total thickness of the two under the Hanbury slate rather than in this con· integral part of it), whose complex relations to the sea upon the land the Vulcan formation was 
vary only between 400 and 530 feet. The nection. However,theserelationsaresoconnected the remainder of the Randville dolomite are due laid down. As shown hy the character of this 
apparent greater variation in thickness of each of with the relations of the Vulcan formation that to crushing and close folding; or, on t~e other formation, it consists largely of detrital ore· 
the members than the two combined may be the subject is here introduced. A further reason hand, it may be a true conglomerate at the base of formation materia1. This was derived from the 
partly explained as due to the gradation between for this treatment ]s that the relations of the the Hanbury slate, made to appear like an intra· Lower Menominee Negaunee formation, which has 
the two and the conseqnent difficulty of fixing Hanbury slate have an important bearing upon formational conglomerate by repeated close fold· nearly all disappeared. However, at the end of 
upon the exact place at which one ends and the I the possible distribution of the beds of the Vul· ing at the end of an ·eastward.pitching anticline Vulcan time the sea had not yet wholly overridden 
other begins. can formation, which carry the iron ores. on which are superposed several minor folds. the land, for at some places certainly, and perhaps 

l!"'rom a careful consideration of the figures At only one point has the actual contact between rrhe latter is thought to be the probable explaria. for extensive areas, the Vulcan formation is not 
given above' and a few others that are not here the Randville dolomite and Hanbnry slate been tion. If this be correct, the difference in compo. present. After Vulcan time the Hanbury slate 
recorded, it is estimated that the average thick· seen. This is in a trench about 10 feet Hsnbur and sition of the conglomerate from the normal slates was deposited. In places where the Lower 
ness of the Vulcan formation is approximately long near the east line of sec. 2, T. 39 !}:.:'rdB~~~" is explained by its being the:first deposit along a Menominee series was not below the sea at the 
650 feet, divided as follows: Traders member, N., R. 30 W., a few rods west of the geisonshaft. shore-line composed of dolomites and cherts. But beginning of Hanbury time the Hanbury slate 
150 feet; Brier slates, 330 feet; Curry memo Bryngelson shaft, in graphite-slates. A careful the relations of the variolls rocks at this place are rests directly npon the lower series, as, for instance, 
ber, 170 feet: i. e., the two ore.bearing members examination of the relations between the dolo· so exceedingly complicated that no nnprejudiced east of Quinnesec and at Iron Hill. 
combined about equal in thickness the intervening mite and slate was made with special reference to observer would be willing to declare without The theory of unconformity thus fully and 
slates. It is conceded, however, that the Traders their bearing upon unconformity and faulting. i reservation that the conglomerate is not a member satisfactory explains every fact of distribution 
member departs considerably from this average, We found that the dolomite projects slightly into of the dolomite formation, rather than the baBal and every known relation between the Upper 
and that the total thickness of the formation I the slates half way up the exposed portion of the member of the Hanbury slate. Menominee, Lower Menominee, and Archean. 
varies accordingly. I contact, and recedes from them both above and ItJxplanation oj the distribuuon and relatwns of The presence of a great quantity of detrital ores 

RelatiO"Jl.8 befJween the Vuwan formation and i below this point. The surfaee of the dolomite is the Vulcan and IIa;nbnry fOl'lIUltio1ls to tlw muler. and the quartzites and ore and jasper conglomer~ 
tlte adjacent jonnatioJl.s.-'rhe Vulcan iron·bear· minutely irregular, small projections and reentrants lying formati(11i8.-Two possible explanations ates near the base of the Vulcan formation is 
ing formation, except in very limited areas, rests occurring throughout the entire line of contact. have occurred to us to account for the facts of fnlly explained. The absence of the Vulcan 
upon the Randville dolomite. In a few places it The slates, which are strongly graphitic, are inter· distribution of the Vulcan and Hanbury forma· formation in various parts of the district also 
appears to rest upon the Negaunee iron-bearing laminated with cherty bands. They contain small tions, their relations to the adjacent formations, presents no difficulty, 'these being areas which 



tact planes between formations, and faulting or 
brecciation, ore deposits of the first magnitude may 
be expected. Such are the conditions 
at the great mines in the district. Ho;V- ~~;~t:~~
ever, in the search for an ore deposIt, 
the first of the £a,'orable conditions-a pitching 
trough with an impervious basement-is the 
dominant consideration. It can not be too strongly 
insisted that the essential condition for the devel· 
opment of a large iron·ore body in the Lake 
Superior region is the production in some way of 
a pitching trough which:, is relatively impervious. 
Where the pitching, impervious troughs are large 
and continuous, as at the Chapin, !lewabic, and 
Aragon mines (see :figs. 3 to 7), the ore deposits 
are almost sure to be large. vVhere the pitching 
troughs are small, irregular, or broken, the ore 
deposits are likely to be small. 

At first sight the forms of the ore deposits 
might be thought to be exceedingly irregular, but 
when the above relations are understood they 
seem to have orderly forms. A main mass of 
ore is likely to be at the bottom of a trough, but 
from this main mass a considerable belt of ore 
may follow along the limbs of the trough to a 
much higher altitude tIl an in the center of the 
trough. The ore bodies in cross sections thus 
frequently constitute a u which is very thick at 
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Vulcan formation, each bay being surrounded on ! order, beginning at the west, the Chapin mine 
the north, south, and east by the dolomite. should be first mentioned, but the interpretation 

Beginning at the west, the first and most impor. of the occurrence of the ore at the Chapin depends 
tant set of folds of the second order are those upon the facts furnished by the 1Valpole and 

were still above the sea during Vulcan time. The 
gradual approach of the base of the Hanbury 
slates to the lower formation at such places and 
the presence of conglomerates at the base of the 
Hanbury slates are likewise made clear. There· 
fore, with great confidence, we hold to the second 
explanation-that of unconformity between the 
Lower Menominee and the Upper Menominee 
series, with a gradual advance of the Upper 
Menominee sea, the deposits, of which slowly 
overlapped the earlier deposits and gradually 
buried the higher lands of the Lower Menominee 
series. There are therefore in this district all the 
evidences of a great unconformity between the 
Upper Menominee and Lower Menominee found 
in the Huronian of the Marquette district and 
other districts of the Lake Superior region, 
except that of mar ked discordance in strike and 
dip between the upper and lower series. This 
lack of discordance does not in the least invalidate 
the conclusion that a great time gap separates 
the two series. It has been shown by the senior 
author that an apparently minor unconformity 
may mark as great a time interval as the most 
startling discordance. The relations of the two 
series in the Menominee district are very similar 
to those existing in the Penokee district between 
the cherty limestone of the Lower Huronian and 
the Upper HuronIan quartz·slate member. the bottom, the center of the u being occupied Fig. 2.-Horizontal section of the Walpole mine at the third level. Seale: 1 inch = 250 feet. 

hy the iron formation which has not been trans· adjacent to Iron Mountain. Here are 

! 

Pewabic. They are therefore first considered. 
The 1,Valpole haA a north and a south ore 

deposit (fig. 2). These ore bodies occur in subor
dinate synclines, separated by an intermediate 

formed to ore. two important folds, superimposed upon ~~i8!~w.l_ 
Details of OCou,1'1'ence.-In this folio it is not which are folds of the third order. The ~l~i£r.,d 

our intenti(;n to discuss each mine in detail Indi· western produces the troughs in which 
General relations.-The iron ores of the Menom. 

inee district occur in two members, from the base 
upward as follows: (1) The Traders Ore.bearlng 

member of the Vulcan formation, and horizons, 

(2) the Curry member of the Vulcan formation. 
The iron ores may occur at any horizon within 
these members. However, other things being 
equal, they are more likely to occur at lower and No I 

higher horizons than at middle horizons in each 
of the members, but a number of the large ore 
bodies extend entirely across the members in 
which they occur. 

It will be explained that the iron.ore deposits 
occur at places where downward-moving waters 
are converged. Of these places, pitch. Ore deposits 

ing troughs with impervious basements ~':.!':&,,:.il~g 
are the most important. Therefore, the troughs, 

iron·ore deposits of large size rest upon relatively 
impervious formations, which are in such positions 
as to constitute pitching troughs. A pitching 

anticline.' These syn· 
clines and the anti
cline together consti· 
tute the east end of 
the western important 
fold of the second 
order, The northern 
deposit of the 1,Val· 
pole is an excellent 
illustration of a steep, 
pitching trough, 
which is bottomed by 
slate and limestone 
and is bounded to the 
north, east, and south 
by the same rocks. 
The fold is here so 
close that the iron· 

trough may be made (a) by the dolomite forma. Fig. S.-Horizontal section of the Pewabic mine at the third level. Scale: 1 inch = 250 feet. Learing member on 
the Chapin, Millie, and Walpole mines are located.! the south limb has an hut been pinched out.. 
The eastern fold produces the trough in which The southern ore body is just as clearly a west· 
the Pewabic mine is located. The western trough ward·pitclling syncline. The workings of the 
is especial1y complicated, it being really composed Walpole mine beautifully illustrate the relation 

tion underlying the rrraders member of the Vul. vidual mines are considered only so far as they 
can formations, (b) by a slate constituting the illustrate the manner of occurrence of the ores. 
lower part of the Traders member, and (0) by The present purpose is briefly to discuss the dif· 
the Brier slate between the Traders and Curry ferent forms and relations of the ores, in order to 
members of the Vulcan formation. The dolomite determine the principles controlling their depo. 
formation is especially likely to furnish an impel" sition and to guide future prospecting. The 
vious basement where its upper horizon has been selection of mines for figures is based upon the 
transformed into a talc.schist, as a consequence of excellence with which they illustrate the princi. 
folding and shearing between the formations. pIes of occurrence, rather than upon their relative 

While aU the larger iron·ore bodies are confined importance. 
to the pitching troughs with impervious base· The iron ores now being exploited are confined 
ments of dolomite or slate, smaller ore Ore d oslts to three belts: (1) The more numerous and 
d~posits occur at contacts between the ~e~~~~ important deposits are found in the Ores OCcur In 

dIfferent members. These contacts are belt of iron.bearing formation extend. thr .... belts, 

favorable places for the concentration of ore, ing from Iron Mountain to Waucedah, south of 
because they are horizons along which important the southern belt of dolomite; (2) iron ores are 
slipping or differential movement has occurred being or have been worked north, south, and 
during the folding of the district. "Nherever a west of the central belt of dolomite; (3) iron 
set of beds are folded there must he differential ores are being mined east of the locality where 
movement among them. This is well illustrated the northern and southern belts of dolomite unite. 
by the slipping of the leaves of a flexible book 1. It has already been explained that the south. 
over one another when the book is bent. In ern belt of dolomite isan anticlinorium. Further,it 
nature the contact planes between formations of has been pointed out that superimposed Or .. deposits 

different characters are always planes of weakness, upon this major fold are folds of i~:!::::i.~~n 
hence at such places the major movements take higher orders. The occurrences of the belt. 

place. These movements are sure to make the ore deposits in the Vulcan formation south of 
formations porous and thus produce main chan· this belt of dolomite are closely related to the 
nels of percolating water; hence the frequent subordinate folds in the dolomite. The folds of 
presence of ore bodies at the contact planes. Still I the second order superimposed upon the major 
smaller ore deposits are found where fold are a series of very close plications, which, 
fauIting has occurred or where close !!.~r'!:'.."h':jts for the western part of the district, plunge steeply 
plication has brecciated the Vulcan zones, to the west. The result of these plications is to 
formation. Such movements furnish zones or produce a number of westward. pitching synclinal 
areas where percolating waters are converged into troughs directly underlain by the dolomite or by 
trunk channels and thus favor the concentration the slates of the Traders member. As the result 
of the iron oxide. of this folding, the surface outcrop of the southern 

The combination of two or all of these condi· boundary of the dolomite has a notched·like dis· 
tiona is more favorable than anyone of them. tribution, producing bays in the dolo~ite. The 
Where the conditions are such as to combine iron.bearing formation occupies the bays which 
pitching troughs with impervious basements, con· open out to the west into the main belt of t4e 

Menominee. 

Fig. 4.-Vertical north·south cross section of the Chapin mine. Scale: 1 inch - 2[)0 feet. 

two minor troughs or folds of the third order, ! and succession of formations from the limestone 
an intervening anticline, and even these folds to the Brier slate in places where the folding is of 
folds of a higher order superimposed upon a very complicated character. 

If one were to follow' a geographical The Pewabic miQe is a single, closely appressed, 
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synclinal fold (fig. 3). The slate and dolomite 
are here again found on the north, east, south, 
and bottom of the ore body. Here, however, 
on the south limb of the fold the ore.bearing 
member does not appear between the dolomite 
and the Brier slate. It has therefore been 
squeezed out by the very great pressure, or else 
slight faulting has taken place. A crosscut north 
in the :first level from the Traders ore-bearing bed 
to the limestone shows several repetitions of the 
foot·wall slates, the quartzite, and the iron.bearing 
members, these being found in narrow belts. 
The reduplications are regarded as due to very 
close subordinate folding. 

At the present time the workings of the 
Chapin mine have not extendea sufficiently far 
to show beyond question the relations of the ore 
bodies (fig. 4). As yet they have not been con· 
nected with the ore deposits of the Walpole in 
such a manner as to show the continuity of the 
Walpole folds with those of the Chapin. How· 
ever, two main belts of ore have been developed 
at the Ohapin, and it is believed that these two 
belts will be found to correspond with the two 
closely appressed, westward.pitching folds of the 
Walpole. North of the northern ore body is a 
succession of slates, quartzites, and thin belts of 
iron-bearing formation similar to that south of the 
Pewabic mine. Immediately north of this ore 
body is a slate similar to that of the Walpole and 
Pewabic. Slate also occurs between the two ore 
bodies. Further, slate bounds the southern lens 
of ore on the south. South of this slate is iron· 
bearing formation, and south of this are slates 
and quartzites. There is every reason to believe 
that when the workings extend sufficiently deep 
the ore bodies will be found to be underlain by 
slate also, as well as bounded by slate on the 
north and south. The south ore lens at the cross 
section given is bounded by slate above as well 
as below. The explanation of this anomaly is 
probably that the compression was so severe that 
the center of the soft syncline of ore at the top 
was actually pinched out, the slate on each side 
of the ore coming together. 

It is impossible at present to be absolutely sure 
as to the horizon at which the great lenses of ore 
of the Chapin belong. Since, however, the rela· 
tions of the ore bodies to the surrounding rocks at 
the Chapin are parallel in many partiCUlars to the 
occurrences at the Walpole mine, it is thought 
that the two ore belts belong to the Traders 
member of the iron·bearing formation, that memo 
ber being repeated by close folding. According 
to this explanation, each of the two ore lenses 
would constitute an isoclinal syncline, and the 
slates between them would be anticlines; also 
the slate between the southern lens of ore and 
the southern belt of iron.bearing formations would 
be an anticline. This would -fix the southern 
iron.bearing belt, in which no are bodies have 
been found, as Traders. The slates and quartz. 
ites south of this would be Brier. Therefore, the 

While it is freely admitted that as ret this inter· 
pretation is not proved, it is the one which upon 
the whole appears to correspond most closely 
with the facts. The two lenses of ore would 
correspond to the two embayments in the out· 
crop of dolomite east of the Walpole mine. The 
isoclinal rolds at the Chapin mine are overturned, 
the axial planes dip to the north, and the dolo· 
mite belonging structurally below the Vulcan 
formation really rests upon it with a steep dip, 
about 80° at the surface, but bending so as to be 
as low as 70° deep in the mine. For a long time 
it waS a question with the miners which of the 
two formations was geologically the higher. How
ever, the occurrence of undoubted dolomite bowl· 
del'S in the Traders member, and the continuity 
of the dolomite from the vicinity of Iron Moun· 
tain to the east end of the district, have shown 
beyond question that the dolomite is the lower 
formation. With the possible exception of the 
Quinnesec, the Chapin mine shows the most 
in ense folding known in the districts, the struc· 
ture being, in short, a set of isoclinal overturned 
folds. 

The Millie mine is not sufficiently developed to 
enable us to make definite statements as to the 
relations of this ore deposit, but the probability 
is strong that it belongs to the Traders member 
of the Vulcan formation. 

The next important point to the east of the 
Pewabic mine where ore is produced is at Quin
nesec. The Quinnesec ore body is 
probably a somewhat narr~w, closely ~!:~~~~ 
appressed folJ. The dolomIte and the 
talc·schists at this locality apparently overlie the 
ore, the dip being about 70° to the north. The 
ore is bounded by the talc·schists on the north 
and by slates on the south. South of these 
slates is iron.bearing formation. The ore in 
longitudinal section passes into iron.bearing 
formation both to the east and to the west, and 
if there is a pitching trough here it does not 
clearly appear. However, the sharp embayment 
in the dolomite immediately adjacent renders it 
highly probable that a pitching trough really 
exists. South of the old Quinnesec is the Cundy 
mine, but as yet developments have not gone far 
enough to show the relations of the ore body. 

Another very important producing ore center 
is at Norway, where are found the Norway and 
Aragon mines. Here are two impor. 
tant folds in the dolomite, both openi~g E.~~i'£l·Dd 
out to the west as at Iron Mountam. 
The first gives the Norway mine and the second 
the Aragon mine. The relations may be particu
larly well seen at the open pits and the drifts of 
the Norway. Here is a pitching trough which is 
being mined for ore, bounded on both the north 
and the south by the limestone. The fold is so 
important as to bring the dolomite very near the 
surface (fig. 5). Between the dolomite and the ore 
is a certain amount of ferruginous and siliceous 
slate, which, until the demands for low grade, 

it was at the top of the Traders member of the Curry. Here important plication of the dolomite 
ore formation, just below the bottom of the Brier is not noted, and the occurrence of the ore is some· 
slate (see fig. 6). At this time no one could have what different from the deposits in the Vulcan and 

predicted that this ore body is really related to vicinity of Norway and Iron Mountain. Currym;ues. 

the impervious talc·schists of the dolomite below_ Ore has been mined in both the Traders and the 
However, as mining continued, the ore deposit Curry member of the Vulcan formation. Indeed, 

Fig. 6.-Horizontal section of the Arngon mine at the flrst levol. SMle; t inch ~ 250 feet. 

it is from the Curry 
mine that the term 
Curry member is 
taken. The ore of 
the lower horizon 
now being ex· 
ploited occurs im
mediately below 
the Brier slates, at 
the top of the 
Traders member. 
The ore of the 
higher horizon oc
curs in the Curry 
member between 
the Brier slates and 
the Hanbury slate, 
extending from one 
to the other (see 
figs. 9 and 10). 
Development has 
not as yet gone far 
enough to show 
whether minor 

gradually and irregularly widened, and at the folds occur in these slates, as the result of which 
fifth level assumed definite relations to the dolo· pitching troughs will be found. However, the 
mite. From the fifth level downward this relation three contacts of the two iron.bearing horizons 
has continued, the main mass of the ore body with the Brier and Hanbury slates are planes 
being found at the apex of the trough, and long along which movement and brecciation have 

Fig. 7.-Horizonta1section of the Aragon mine at the 

arms of ore extending up along both limbs of the occurred, and therefore where percolating waters 
fold, but especially along the main dolomite wall have been active. These ore bodies have a con
to the north (see -fig. 7). This occurrence is espe· siderable longitudinal extent, but as yet have not 
cially interesting, since the ore deposit was found shown great width. The southern deposit of the 
steadily to increase in size as it assumed de-finite West Vulcan shows very well the relation between 

Sharp folding, and 
therefore breccia
tion, and differ· 
ential movement 
between the iron· 
bearing me m b e r 
and Brier and Han
bury slates. Here, 
at the east end of 
the mine, is a very 
sharp fold in the 
slate and iron·bear· 
ingmember (see fig. 
9). The Traders 
member, where ore 
was first mined in 

Fig. 5.-Vertieal north·south cross section of the Norway and Aragon mines. Scale: 1 inch - 250 feet. 
this vicinity, shows 

beautifully the effect of sharp plication and brec· 
ciation of the ore.bearing formation. Here was a 
continuous zone of movement. As a reE!uIt, an 
almost continuous narrow belt of ore was con· 
centrated, which has been mined for some distance 
along the strike of the rocks, the position of the 
removed ore being marked by a long row of open 
pits. The positions of the ore deposits in the 
vicinity of Vulcan, therefore, fully correspond to 
the general principles laid down. They occur at 
places of differential movement between different 
formations 01' members, where, therefore, circulat. 
ing, downward.moving waters were effective; but 

southern belt of iron-bearing formation is regarded I non.phosphoric ores arose, could not be mined, 
as a monocline rather than a syncline. Thus is but during the last summer a large amount of 
explained the apparent absence of ore bodies in this lean material was exploited. 
it. Where Iron Mountain belongs, which gives The Aragon mine gives, perhaps, the clearest 
its name to the locality, is somewhat uncertain, illustration of the principle of the formation of ore 
but in all probability a portion of it is a continu- in pitching troughs on impervious basements fur· 
ation of the southern belt of iron.bearing forma- nished by the district. Just east ot the Aragon 
tion found underground. mine is a sharp embayment in the dolomite, which 

If the above be the correct explanation of the may be beautifully seen above ground, an amphi· 
structure, the Chapin mine presents a case of theater of limestone entirely surrounding the low 
isoclinal folding, the strata of which are redupli. land occupied by the iron.bearing formation. A 
cated three times, not to mention the minor II short distance to' the west of this embayment the 
duplications north of the northern lens of ore. Aragon body was discovered. I Where first found 

relations to the underlying pitching trough. At 
the high levels, where it did not have a definite 
impervious basement furnished by the dolomite 
formation, it was comparatively small. As soon 
as it had assumed, at lower levels, de-finite rela. 
tions to that trough it became a large ore body, 
and has continued to increase in size to the present 
depth, now reached at the eighth level, where the 
relations of the ore to the pitching trough are 
perfectly illustrated (see figs. 7 and 8). 

The next important group of mines along the 
southern belt are those adjacent to V ulean, includ· 
ing the Vulcan, East Vulcan, West Vulcan, and 
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wide ore bodies have not yet been developed, II09alitY is that adjacent to Loretto, where are I impervious basement is in a pitching trough; and somewhat abundant. If iron-bearing carbonate 
apparently because impervious basements are stilI found the Loretto mine and the Appleton shaft. I (3) the ore formation in the ~itching tro~gh is was plentiful, the concentration of the ores at the 
lacking. Here the northern and central belts of much broken. Smaller. deposIts occur WIthout particular places where they occur may be fully 

East of the East Vulcan mine the dolomite i ~olomit~ probably jo~n (see map), giv- ~~l1~~~nd I pitching troughs at cOll.tacts, fault plan~s, and at explained However, we are not restricted to the 
formation appears to extend as a continuous mg contmuous dolomite from the Stm sharp folds, where the Iron formatIOn IS broken. iron carbonate of this formation as a source of 
straight belt to the eastern end of the Waucedah I geon quartzite on the north to the southel n iron· These relations of the ore deposits to the troughs the iron for the solutions. '1'he Hanbury slate 
district, no subordinate folds being mine bearing belt on the south. East of thIS bridge' (see figs. 2 to 8 and 11 to 13) are such as to show still contains a considerable amount of iron car· 
indicated by reentrants in the southern border of dolomite, beween the northern and southern clearly that the iron ores must have been bonate, from which there have been developed 
of the dolomite. Corresponding with this, no I belts of dolomite, is the Vulcan iron formation. II deposited in their present position after ?:~~t~~~sited I within the slates small bodies of chert, jasper, and 

No 6 SHAFT Nol the troughs were formed. No igneous !~:!?s~1~~ iron ore. While no workable ore depOSits have 
or sedimentary rock as originally pro· been found in the Hanbury slate, the siderite there 
duced has such forms as those exhibited by most present may have played an important role in the 
of the ore bodies. They clearly are not alto· prod.uction of the iron·ore deposits in the Vulcan 
gether original sedimentary rocks, such as the formation. 
iron.bearing formation as a whole is, but the iron· The iron carbonates in the Hanbury formation 
ore deposits grade are more abundant at low horizons than at high 
into the other rocks horizons -that is, are more plentiful adjacent to 
of the Vulcan for· the Vulcan fonnation. The foregoing facts ren-

I 
mation. The ore del' it highly probable that percolating waters 
bodies clearly are within the Hanbury fonnation took up iron car-
not igneous rocks. bonate, passed down into the Vulcan formation, 

I 
No igneous rocks and 'thus contributed iron.bearing solu~io!1s for 
ever grade by im- Fig. 13.-Vertical east-west longi. the enrichment of the ore bodies. 

Fig. 8.-Vertical east-west longitudinal section oCthe Aragon mine, north fold. I3!cale: 1 inch ~ 250 feet. 

perceptible stages :i~~als:1!~of~:h~e25~~:~~o The chemical reactions depend upon the min· 
into sedimentary rocks such as the various memo gling of waters containing oxygen with those 
bers of the iron· bearing fonnation, nor do igneous containing iron carbonate. The waters Chemlc.atand 

rocks ever have such uniformly definite relations following circuitous routes, and especi. ~':.d~tl!~'o( 
to troughs. If the iron O1'es were deposited in ally those passing through the Hanbury precipitation. 
their present position after the troughs were slate, had their oxygen abstracted by the iron 
formed, as the foregoing facts seem to show carbonate in an early stage of their journey. In 
beyond question, they must have been produced this way the limonite and hematite of the IIan· 
by the work of underground circulatmg waters. bury slate developed. The waters from which 

ore bodies have yet been discovered except at To the west of the hridge are possibly the Vulcan 
'Vaucedab, where a comparatively small deposit iron formation and certainly the Hanbury slates. 
of ore has been found. It is by no means certain It is therefore clear that a cross anticline here 
that plications of the dolomite between East exists which brings to or near the surface the 
Vulcan and 1Vaucedah, furnishing pitching dolomite that to the east and west is buried 
troughs, do not occur, but if they exist the out- beneath the surface. lIence it fonows that the 
crops are not sufficient to indicate them. structure adjacent to the J .. oretto is that of an 

The question next arises as to whether these the oxygen was taken took into solutioll unaltered 
waters were ascending or descending. The posi. iron carbonates and finally were converged in the 
tions of the ores in pitching troughs bottomed by Vulcan formation along the sides and the bottoms 
impervious basements rather than in pitching of the pitchiug troughs, or in other places where 
arches topped by impervious cover are conelusive there were trunk channels. Water more directly 
evidence that the ores were concentrated by from the surface, and especial1y that passing only 
descending rather than by ascending water. through the Vulcan formation, which contained 
Descending waters would be converged by pitch- little iron carbonate, at least in the later stages of 
ing troughs with impervious basements, whereas the process, retained its oxygen. The waters 
ascending waters would be converged in pHching bearing iron carbonate and oxygen were thus 
arches having impervious roofs. commingled. The r:esult was the precipitation of 

2. Passing now to the second belt of the Vulcan eastward.plunging syncline, the dolomite being to 
formation, that adjacent to the central belt the north, to the south, and to the west. In every 
dolomite, the only mines which are at Tradersand essential respect the structure is therefore the 
present worked are the Traders and Cuff mines. same as that where the large ore bodies occur in 
Cuff. The Traders mine is near the west end of the s~uthern iron belt, except that the fold at the 
the ore· bearing formation, which in this vicinity I Loretto is much open. The character of this 
constitutes a westward.plunging anticlinorium. syncline is beautifully shown by the horizontal 
However, there is a subordinate 
synclinorium in the anticline, as a 
result of which the Hanbury slate 
makes a plicated eastward reentrant 
angle. It is in this westward.pitching 
synclinorium that the concentration of ,CSHAfT 

In this connection it is also to be noted that iron oxide. Furthermore, the great quantity of 
the ores are usually a more or less hydrated hema- downward·moving water, converged into the 
tite -that is, they belong to the class of hydrated troughs, took silica into solution and transported 
and oxidized ores. The products therefore accu· it elsewhere, and thus abstracted this deleterious 
mulated under conditions favorable to oxidation element, its place being taken hy the deposited 
and hydration, and if secondary concentrates, iron oxide. 
must have been precipitated by water bearing Therefore the iron oxide of an ore body con· 
oxygen. Such waters are usually descending, sists in part of iron compounds originally 
hence the character of the deposits makes it deposited in situ and in part of iron brought in by 
probable that the waters producing the ores were underground waters. Which of the two constitu· 
descending rather than ascending. ents of the iron ore, the original material or that 

the Traders ore has taken place. '],he 
foot wall is a heavily ferruginous slate, 
which, however, differs sufficiently 
from the profitable ore to present a 
relatively impervious basement. But 
this syncline is not nearly so sharply 
defined as are the synclinoria which 
contain the larger ore deposits on the 

Fig. 9.-Horizontal section of the West Vulcan mine at the eighth level. The next question to be considered is the added by underground water, upon the average 

southern belt of the V ulean formation. As a 
consequence of this, probably, the ore is -rather 
high in silica. The percolating waters have not 
been sufficiently converged to remove this constit· 
uent to the extent to which it was dissolved in 

Scale: 1 inch _250 feet. chemical process of concentration of the ores at is more abundant it is impossible to say. In some 
outline of the ore body (see fig. 11). The outer places where waters from different ProuS5of cases it is almost certain that the original detrital 
limit of ~he ore makes a broad U which opens I sources are converged. This process :t'the"{;::ion iron oxide is the more abundant, and in other 
out to the east, the bottom of the U being to the has been fully described by the senior ores. cases that the material added by underground 
west. The cross section of the main ore deposit, author in Monographs XIX and XXVIII of the water is more abundant; but in all cases it may 
also makes a wide U, the southern limb of which United States Geological Survey. In this folio be said that were it not for the secondary enrich· 
passes into a sharp the statement will be summarized. ment by underground waters through the addition 
subordinate anti- A part of the iron oxide of the ore bodies was of iron oxide and the abstraction of silica the 
cline (fig. 12). In deposited in its present position as an original material would not be iron ore. The evidence of 
the center of the sediment, which may since have been this lies in the fact that the ore bodies are uni-
syncline slate caps chemically changed; that is to say, ~r':,~'"::a:'I:~: versally confined to the places where underground 
the ore. More· some of it may have been deposited as carbonate. waters have been converged into trunk channels. 
over1 the longi. iron carbonate and Jater transformed to iron oxide In order that this process should have produced 
tudinal section of in situ. Another part is iron oxide secondarily the large ore bodies, it is necessary that it should 
the mine is also a Fjg'L~;~tt;r~~~n~~l t~~t~t o~e!~l~ deposited, by which the originally lean mate- have continued for a long period during progreso 
syncline (fig. 13). Scale: 1 tnch = 2(il}feet. rial has been enriched, forming an ore body. sive denudation. Many of the large ore bodies 
.As a consequence lean material is found east of The process of enrichment involved concentration known in the district somewhere reach the sur
this slate. This material passes into ore under of the iron from a source capable of yielding it, face. ~he secondary material now found llear 
the' slate capping and is found under the drift convergence of solutions carrying it into trunk the surface is largely derived from the Vulcan 
west of the slate. The failure of the rock to channels, and conditions favorable to its chenfical and Hanbury formations, which were once at 

, change to ore is apparently due to a subordinate precipitation. The source of the iron for the higher levels, but which since have been removed 

I cross ,anticline, which has enriehment of the ores is believed to have been by erosion. 
prevented the convergence mainly iron carbonate. In spite of the fact that Future prmpecting.-Upon the maps the area 

I of downward.moving cur- the iron-bearing members of the Vulcan forma- given as iron.bearing formation is very con-
rents of water, and there· tion are largely fragmental and contain but an servatively represented. The area 
fore the transformation of insignificant amount of residual iron carbonate, it mappedasVulcanformationiscerta~ly ~:%:e!..:!~:nn 
the rock into ore has not is probable that originally mingled with this underlain by rocks there belongmg. !:'<:r:!~~~~ 
taken place. No better material was much iron.bearing carbonate. The The long belts of doubtful material 
illustration of an ore body Fjg'sJ!i~:oe:st!~i:no:r~~ jaspilites which constitute a considerable portion adjacent to the northern and central belts of 
i~ a trough on an in~per. ~~~~o2~f:~t. Scale: 1 of the formation have elsewhere in the Lake dolomite 'and along the northern side of the 

Fig. 10.-Vertical north·south cross section of the West vwus basement could be Superior region been genetically connected with southern belt of dolomite may be underlain 
Vuloanmine. Seale: 1 inch_250feet. desired than that furnished by the Loretto mine. iron.bearing carbonates, and there is every reason in whole or in part by the Vulcan formation. 

Develcpment of ope deposits.-1Ve are now pre· for believing that they have had a similar origin These belts are not given the color of any of the 
pared to consider briefly the process by which in the Menominee district. Indeed, the pro- rock fonnations because the glacial deposits com· 
the ore bodies developed. It has been seen that [' cesses of change are shown to some extent in pletely cover the subjacent rocks. The same is 

ascertained, but there is probably here also a fold without exception the large ore deposits of the the few specimens where iron carbonat. e is sti~l true in reference to the doubtful belts adjacent to 
in the dolomite. district have the following characters: (1) They found. The iron carbonate within the Vulcan 'I the Quinnesec schist areas. The iron.bearing for· 

3. The only remaining important ore-producing are above an impervious basement; (2) this formation was originally, therefore, probably mation is known to exist south of the west end of 

the better·defined troughs (see pp. 7-8). The 
special causes which have produced a concen
tration of ore at the Cuff mine have not been 

Menominee. 
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northern dolomite. It is highly probable that plain broken only by heaps of glacial material extremely porous chert, sometimes in distinct in a few restricted areas where the pitch ~l1e to 
the iron formation extends for some distance to deposited upon it, by the protrusions of a few bands interlaminated with bands of graywacke or cross folding is marked. Small folds with dimen· 
the east and west of the area which is definitely hillocks composed of the harder slates, quartzite; and sometimes in the form of a mixture sians of an inch or two are present everywhere. 
known to belong to the Vulcan formation, but or by equally resistant greenstones. ~~;:~~etDIOW of oxides and hydroxides impregnating slaty These often cause flutings and pU0kerings or the 
how far it is impossible to state. Since the main part of the Menominee tbreebelt8. material. In short, the iron'oxi~es occur in all strata to such an extent that even approximate 

The belts in which the Vulcan formation may trough is a westward.pitching synclinorium the forms charactelistic of deposits precipitated from strikes and dips can not be obtained. In some 
poss1hly exist should all be subjected to a close slate areas are narrowest at the east, and gradually percolating waters. The slates impregnated with places lens.sbaped deposits of quartz have been 
magnetic survey with dial compass and dip needle. widen toward the west. The northern belt is felTuginous matter are naturally dark red. Where found between the layers of the slate at the apices 
For the most part, the iron-bearing formation of divided into two portions by the western area of but slightly ferruginous they still plainly exhibit of the little anticlines and in the troughs of the 
the MenomInee 4istrict is not strongly magnetic, Quinnesec schists. The northern part turns north· their true character. 1,vhen, ,however, the pro· little synclines. 
but it is generally somewhat so, and it is thought west and leaves the 1\fenominee district at the portion of the iron oxides is large, but ;few traces The strong north·south compression of the slate 
to be probable that a sufficiently close maguetic northern limit of the mapped area, while the of the original slate remain and the rock resem· beds, producing the close east·west folds, also 
survey will determine whether or not the iron. southern portion coalesces with the middle belt bles a slaty ocher. impressed upon all the weaker mem- Cleavage and 

bearing formation has any considerable extent in and crosses the Menominee River into Wisconsin. At one place in the slate area near the south bel'S of the slate formations a perfect jointing. 

these areas. After magnetic surveys have been East of Iron Hill the two northern belts again quarter post of sec. 21, T. 39 N., R. 28 W., the slaty cleavage with a nearly east·west strike and 
made, if indications of ore.bearing formations are coalesce and extend as a single belt to the Sturgeon banding of the material obtained from Secondary a dip that varies but a few degrees on either side 
found in various areas, these should be further River. Near the longitude of Waucedah all the a deep shaft appears on the weathered banding. of the vertical. In addition to this cleavage ... 
examined by judicious test pitting. slaies dis:lppear to the east beneath the Paleozoic surfaces to be as even al!d as well defined as the there was also often produced a set < of fracture 

Where the iron formation is known to exist, beds. banding of the ores and ferruginous quartzose planes or joints at right angles to the cleavage. 
the rules for explorations are very clear. All, or The formation comprises black and gray clay slates of the Curry member. Close inspection These latter intersect the rocks at approximately 
nearly all, of the ore deposits yet dis· slates, gray calcareous slates, graphite slates, of the hand specimens, however, especially where equal intervals of several inches. In some places 
covered somewh'ere approach very close ~E!~:f~!:~o graywackes, thin beds of quartzite, Oeneral made on fresh fracture surfaces, shows that the they are bordered by narrow shear zones in which 
to the surface. Moreover, at the sur· rbev~:.;an occasional beds of ferruginous dolo· ch.aracter. resemblance to the Curry rock <is illusory. The the total displacement of the slate beds is an inch 
face these are found at the contacts of orma on. mite, and rarer bodies of ferruginous chert and banded rock is mainly a graywacke interlaminated or more. On flat horizontal surfaces two sets of 
the different formations or at the contact of the iron oxide. The formation is cut by dikes of here and there, with layers of slate. A set of these joints are sometimes seen cutting each otber 
members of the Vulcan formation. Hence it schistose greenstones, and in one or two places cracks cuts the graywacke parallel to its bedding at acute angles, and about each slight faulting has 
is clear that explorations should follow very sheets of the same rock have been intruded planes, and along these the percolating waters occurred. All of the phenomena presented by 
closely the contact lines of the various lithological between the sedimentary beds. The predominant found ready passage. An earthy hematite was the slates indicate that they were sub· Direction of 

units. There are, therefore, five horizons along rocks of the 'formation are the gray VarietleJl of deposited in the cracks and in the rock mass jected to powerful north·south stresses str""""", 

which search ought to be made: (a) the top of clay slates and the calcareous slates. cillyslate. adjacent to them, thus producing bands of ore acting nearly at right angles to the axis of the 
the Randville dolomite; (b) the top of the Quin. The latter -are more abundant in the lower por- material separated by belts of the graywacke in :A.lenominee trough and producing the close east· 
nesec schists, provided an iron formation is found tions of the formation and the former in the which there was little deposition of ore. west folds, the cleavage, and the jointing; and 
adjacent to those schists; (0) the contact of the upper portions. The exact vertical relations of 'The graphite slates are black, very fissile, that at the same time they were influenced by 
Traders member with the Brier slates; (d) the the two rocks have not been made out, because thinly laminated rocks. rrhey appear to be less powerful east·west stresses acting along the 
contact of the Curry, member with the Brier of the scarcity of exposures and the very intricate limited to the lower portions of the axis of the troughs, and producing the open north· 
slates; and (e) the contact of the Curry member folding to which they have been subjected. The Hanbury slate. At auy rate, they ~~~~,ite south cro,ss folds. 
with the Hanbury slate. Where the contacts are clay slates are normal argillaceous slates, in which have been seen only in association with :?~i::?:' 1'ldokne88.~No approximately correct estimate 
plicated, giving embayments, these are especially there is always more or less ferruginous matter. the underlying Curry member, and at of the thickness of the Hanbury slate is at 
good places to look for ore, for here pitching Where exposed to the weather they are light in horizons 8. few hundred feet above the base of present possible. The similarity of the beds and 
troughs may be expected. The reentrant embay. color and have a shaly character. Muscovite the slate formation, but they do not e\yerywhere their reduplication in consequence of the close 
ments of the Randville dolomite have already II the.n becomes prominent. Their iron components occur at the base of the formation. The grR"phite folding render it impossible to determine what 
been sufficiently emphasized and, above all, in and are decomposed to red ocherous compounds. slates appear to grade laterally into the normal proportion of the apparent thickness of the 
adjacent to such embayments along the strike are: Where most altered the rocks are light-red sericite· gray slates, of which they seem to be local modi. formation is due to· folding and what proportion 
the most favorable places for prospecting; but it slates or shales. Where the slates contain small .fications. The graywackes and quartzites of the is due to successive deposits. There can be no 
should be noted that an ore body, the main 'part quantities of calcareous components their weather· Hanbury slate are norTOal rocks of their kind) doubt that the Hanbury slate is much thicker 
of which rests upon the dolomite, may be first ing is somewhat different. They tend to bleach requiring no special description. They both than any of the other formations in the district, 
discovered along the contact between the Traders to a very pale-green or white color and to become occur in comparatively thin beds, more fre· but that it is as thick as the corresponding forma· 
member and the Brier slates, as in the case of the porous through the loss of their calcareous cement. quently in the lower part of the formlltion than tion in the Penokee district-12,000 feet ~is 
Aragon mine (see figs. 6 and 7). The iron.bearing The ferruginous components oxidize, forming red in the upper portion. The quartzites are more not probable. Indeed, it is extremely doubtful 
formation adjacent to plications of the bounding ocher, and this lies in.an irregular pattern on the abundant than the graywackes, but, neither are whether its maximum thickness is more than 2000 
formations or the intermediate belt of slate light.colored background. The result of these common. or 3000 feet. 
should be very closely examined, whether the, changes is a red and white, or pale·green, mottled, Folding and secondary struoture.-The major Relations to Paleozoic 8t1'ata.~The relations of 
plications seem to mark anticlines or synclines, 'friable slate, known locally as "calico slate." folding of the Hanbury slate corresponds with the Hanbury slate to the underlying Vulcan for· 
for where subordinate anticlines are found syn· By the addition of calcareous material the that of the underlying formations. Along 3 mation, the Randville dolomite, and the Archean 
clines are likely to be adjac€nt. This again is argillaceous slates pass into the calcareous slates. north·south cross section there are three Tbree .... Jor schists have already been fully discussed. The 
we11 illustrated by the Aragon, which was found These sometimes contain as much 'as major synclines, the major anticlines Jlyll(llin~. relations of the formation to the overlying Paleo· 
just below a little anticline of the Brier slate. 50 per cent of calcite or other carbonate ~"'=;':::~JI having been eroded save at the ends of the cen- zoic sediments are those of a much deformed, 

As a specific instance where exploration is war· as a cement. With an increase in the slate. tral dolomite belt and at. the east eud of the closely folded, highly tilted set of beds to a set 
ranted, we may consider the southern iron·bearing carbonate_ the slates lose their slaty character, western area of Quinnesec 'schist. At these of undisturbed horizontal deposits laid' down 
belt between Vulcan and Waucedah. Here the become more massive, and finally pass into beds places the slates should present plunging anti· upon them. No actual contacts of the two have 
southern outline of the Randville dolomite of dolomite measuring from a few inches to 20 clines. The exposures are not sufficiently good been seen, but from the nature of the structural 
should be represented on a large-scale map with feet in thickness. Upon weathered surfaces to confirm this inference. differences exhibited by them there is no doubt 
the utmost care. If natural exposures are not both the dolomite and the calcareous slates are Within the major synclines the slates are as to the existence of a profound unconformity 
~dequate for this, the first step in exploration is often coated with a skin of brown ocherous crowded together in many close folds, here pitch. between the two. During the interval repre· 
to determine this outline by- pits through 4the limonite, which in the case of some of the massive ing in one direction and there in sented by the break the Upper Huronian beds 
drift, which need not extend into the rock. dolomites reaches a thickness of an inch or more. another. No system has been dis· ~fC~::rd were raised above the sea, closely folded, deeply 
When the dolomite is outlined, if embayments Much of the limonite is pseudomorphous after covered in the minor folds, chiefly per· minor folds. eroded, and again lowered beneath the water's 
are found these, are places for elaborate explora- siderite. These facts show that the dolomites are haps because' outcrops are so scarce. On one or surface. 
tion. The embayments may open out to the sideritic, and that the siderite has partly decom· two of the hillocks on which exposures are fairly Possible i'l'01lrO'f'e deposits.~From ~ery early 
east or to the west. The areas for exploration are posed, producing limonite. plentiful it was observed that, as a rule, the little times in the exploration of the Menominee district, 
along the strikes of the rocks in the directions in The ferruginous cherts and iron oxides are not folds at the east ends of the hillocks pitch to the speculation has been rife as to the possibility of 
which the embayments open. The distance from known to be present in the Hanbury slate east and those on the west ends to the west, at discovering workable ore deposits in the great 
the head of an embayment to which explora- in large quantity. Indeed, t~ey are Ferru InOU8 angles varying between 20° and 45°. These hil· slate area between the Chicago and Northwestern 
tions ought to extend should be determined by usually only locally developed III asso· cbert~nd locks thus constitute open cross anticlines with Railway and the southern area of Quinnesec 
studying the relations of the ore deposits of the ciation with the sideritic dolomites and Iron_oxide. approximately north·south axes. The east·wei!t schists. The discovery of valuable ore beds at 
Chapin, Walpole, Pewabic, Norway, and Aragon calcareous slates where these have been severely folds, on the other hand, are extremely close folds. Commonwealth and Florence, in Wisconsin, in 
mines to the associated limestone embayments. crushed or folded. The source of the iron oxides Frequently on ledges that show cross sections 10 slates resembling those of the Hanbury formation, 

Explorations along the contacts of other belts I is clearly iron .. bearing carbonate in the calcareous or 12 feet across, several small anticlines or syn· has given rise to the belief in many minds that 
of the iron-bearing members. with the adjacent slates and the dolomites. The cherts are white or clines may be plainly seen, so closely appresed similar ores will sometime be found in the slates 
formations should follow a similar course. yellow massive rocks with finely granular texture. that the dips of their opposite limbs vary,but a east of the Menominee Hiver. That so few 

If the foregoing directions are followed it is I They occur as thin seams and veins traversing the few degrees. Frequently, too, the folds are over· explorations have been made in this area is 
believed that the explorer will not unnecessarily slates and dolomites, and as thin beds intel'lami· turned so that the dips of the limbs are in the explained by the fact that few clues have been .. 
waste money in exploring unfavorable localities, I nated with the thicker beds of the last·named same direction. On horizontal exposures these. available to guide the explorer in locating drills 
and will be more likely to have his labor rewarded rocks. close folds are very difficult, if not impossible, to and test pits. Exposures are scarce, and the 
than by any other method of procedure. ,Wherever the cherts occur there is usually I detect, so. that in many cases the closely folded I mantle of drift -is so thi-ck that explorations can 

; found also a greater or less quantity of some iron beds appear to be consecutive. The strikes of not be intelligently undertaken; even if ore bodies 
THE llANBURY SLATE. oxide. Sometimes thi-s occurs as small veins of the foJds are usually a little north of west, and i exist -they would be very difficult to find. At 

lJistribution and oha}'acter.~The Hanbury pure hematite cutting through the cherts, some· consequently the strike of the bedding is approxi. seven or eight places within the slate 
slate occurs mainly in three large belts constitut· times as coatings of hematite on the walls of ~ately in the same direction, and this is also the I area, however, groups of test pits have ~~~~~d:~:Slts 
ing valleys which correspond with synclines cracks traversing the slates, sometimes as small direction of trend of the Menominee trough. been sunk, and from these lean ores 
between the older rocks. It occupies nearly all the, vugs inclosed in shattered, cherts" sometimes as Departures from this strike are noticeable in lUany have been obtain~d. (See map for locations.) 
low ground in the Menominee trough, forming a i dmses covering the walls lof the cavities in an instances, but the variations are not great except In some cases the material is only ferruginous 
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slate, and in other instances it appears to be red are known in the region as the Lake Superior I OUTLINE OF GEOLOGIC HISTORY. entire absence of the Lower Menominee forma-
ocher. In a few cases, however, mixtures of cbert sandstone. The upper beds are porous arenaceous 'I tiona about the western area of Quinnesec schist 
and iron oxide have been found that resemble limestone, identified by Rominger as correspond- RESUME OF FORMATIONS. is difficult to understand. The most plausible 
some of the mixed cherts and ores from the iug to the Chazy and Calciferous formations of the i Before giving a brief outline of the history of explanation for this area, and possibly for the 
Michigamme slates of the Marquette district. Eastern States. This is designated the Hermans· I the district, it may be well to recall the general southern area, is that the Lower Menominee for. 
Thus far nothing has been discovered that would ville limestone on the accompanying map. The succession of formations and their distribution. mations were there deposited and were subse
lead to the belief that large ore bodies exist at sandstones and limestones were at one time spread I The district is bordered by areas of Archean quently removed by erosion. These formations, 
any of these places. But, notwithstanding the continuously over the entire Menominee distl'ict. schists and granites. The Huronian sediments of resting upon the Quinnesec schists, might have 
unfavorable results reached by explorations, the To the east of the district they still cover all the the district are in a trough between these older been composed of softer material than the 
conclusion that no ore bodies exist in the slate older rocks. 'V est ~£ Waucedah, however, they, rocks. Structurally this trough is a synclinorium, resistant formations adjacent to the granite area 
areas should not be assumed. The slates have have been generally eroded from ,~he valleys, I composed of several important anticlines and on the north side of the trough, and therefore 
been pierced at only a few places, and at these leaving remnants as isolated patches on the tops _ synclines. The Lower Menominee series com· may have been more easily erodible. 
places there has unquestionably been deposited of the higher hills. I prises 1050 to 1250 feet of quartzites and con· In any case it is highly probably that the dif-
some ore material. That ore bodies of workable glomerates that have been called the Sturgeon ferent formations were not deposited in uniformly 
she have not been discovered may be due to LAKE SUPERIOR SANDSTONE. , quartzite, 1000 to 1500 feet of dolomites, with thick layers throughout the district. If all the 
the -fact that the explorations were not made Oooracter and rela~ions.-The Lake Superior I subordinate amounts of calcareous slate and chert, formations, or the lower ones, were not deposited 
in situations that presented conditions favor· sandstone, according to Rominger, consists of a . designated the Randville dolomite, and small upon the Quinnesec schist, each higher stratum 
able to the deposition of the ores, or it may lower portion partly cemented by an iron oxide patches of the Negaunee iron·bearing formation. overlapped the one' next- belo~v it in passing 
be -due to the absence of sufficient ferruginous and consequently red in color, and an upper por- The Upper Menominee series comprises the toward the land areas of Quinnesec rocks·. 
material in the slates to furnish large quantities tion in which the cement is partly calcareous and Vulcan formation, 650 feet thick, and the Han- Inter·Menominee U1U'onformity.-:Foll~)'wing the 
of iron ore. the color white. The total thickness is estimated bury slate. The Vulcan formation includes three long-continued deposition of Lower Menominee 

Under the lithology of the Hanbury slate at 300 feet. Although H,ominger states ~hat members, the Traders iron-bearing member, con- tiine the district was raised above the sea. 
reference was made to, the presence 6f iron there is no record of any recognizable fossils from sisting largely of detrital ores, but having basal Apparently this uplift was accompanied by only 
carbonates in the calcareous slates and dolo· the sandstone, he nevertheless, because of its members of quartzite and conglomerate; the very ge~ntle folding. '1'he reason for this belief 
mites in the lower portion of the formation and position beneath the limestones, correlates it with Brier member, composed of ferruginous and sili· lies in the apparent conformity of strike and dip 
to their alteration products. Under favorable the Potsdam of New York. Since the publica. ceous slates; and the Curry member, consisting of of the Upper and Lower 'Menominee series. How
conditions this carbonate has partially or com· tion of Rominger's report several pieces of the quartzites, ferruginous quartzose slates, jaspilites, ever, it is explained in another connection that 
pletely changed into oxide. That this change sandstone have been obtained, which according to and ores. The Hanbury slate is mainly argilla- su?h an erosion interval, with no great discord· 
has taken place is proved by pseudomorphs of reliable authority came from the ledge throLlgh ceous, but in places is calcareous and includes ance in strike and dip,· may mark a very great 
limonite after siderite and by heavily ferruginous which one of the Pewabic niine shafts, near Iron small beds of dolomite and ferruginous chert. hiatus, and such is believed to have been the case 
slates uncovered by the test pits. The gradation Mountain, was driven. These contain numerous SUOOE3SION OF EVENTS. in the Menominee district. The evidence is not 
of ferruginous dolomite into ferruginous chert in fragments of fossils, some of which were deter· found in the Menominee area, but in other areas 
au exposure on the north face of the hillock in mined by Walcott as "the heads of small trilo. AJ'cn£an.-The history of the Archean rocks is south of Lake Superior; for instance, the Mar· 
the SE. t sec. 7, T. 39 N., R. 29 W., is suggestive bites, probably Dicellocephalus misa; also frag. an extraordinary complex one, which will not quette district, where the inter·Huronian orogenic 
that are deposits also may possibly have devel· ments of a large species of Dicellocephalus." here be analyzed. It is sufficient to say that the movements and denudation were of a most pro· 
oped. In the Penokee and Crystal Falls districts According to Walcott, "These indicate the upper ancient Quinnesec schist, wholly of igneous and found character. As soon as the Menominee area 
lean iron.bearing carbonates in slates are known horizon of the Mississippi Valley sec· largely of volcanic origin, was intruded in a most rose above the water erosion began, and continued 
to have been the source of materials constituting tion." complex fashion by various igneous rocks, of until all but remnants of the Negaunee formation 
the ore.bearing formations. The relations of the sandstone to the under. which granite was the most abundant. This was removed through the central and northern 

Before locating exploring plants the ground lying formations are always practically the same. complex of rocks went through a long series of part.s of the district, and probably also all of the 
should be closely examined with a view to secur· Whether on the tops of hills or in the depressions epeirogenic and orogenic movements, with Lower Menominee formations which existed were 
ing the most favorable sites. If pos- between the hi11s, the horizontal beds of the attendant metamorphosis and deep denudation, eroded from the part of the district adjacent to 
sible, the following conditions should ~O,t~:g~:~; younger rock always rest unconformably upon before Algonkian time. .. the Quinnesec schist. However, as has already 
be met by the sites selected. First, SlatH. the upturned and truncated layers of the older Lower Menomineedeposition.-Bytransgression been said, these schist areas may have been 
since the ore material is derived from iron car- series. Moreover, the basal layers of the sand· of the sea, due to subsidence of the land or rise of abo've water during much of Lower Menominee 
bonates, and these are known to exist only in the stone always contain a great deal of material the sea, or both, the Menominee district was time, in which case it would not be necessary to 
dolomites, cherts, and calcareous slates, the derived from the immediately subjacent forma- finally covered by water, and Lower Menominee suppose that denudation removed the Lower 
explorations should be confined to areas known tions. Where the underlying rocks are those Algonkian deposition began. Original1y the Menominee formations. 
t.o be underlain by these rocks, which when belonging to the Vulcan formation the basal sediments were laid down as a set of approxi- Upper Me1Wminee deposition.-During the 
exposed to the weather may, be identified by the member of the sandsjione is an ore and jasper matelyhorizontal bedsona basement composed of later stages of the inter·Menominee denudation 
coating of limonite that covers their weathered conglomerate, composed of huge rounded bowldeI"$ Archean rocks similar to, if not identical with, the sea again gradually overrode the district. 
surface. Second, the most favorable situations of ore and large sharp·edged fragments of felTu· the material constituting the rims of the trough. Evidently at this time the area was uneven, 
for ore concentration are the troughs of pitching ginous quartzose slate and jasper in a matrix The first deposit of the advancing sea was the though not mountainous, for the first formation 
synclines with impervious bottoms. Hence search consisting of quartzose sand, numerous small basal conglomerate of the Sturgeon quartzite. laid down by the Upper Menominee sea does not 
should be made for pitching folds. If such folds pebbles and fragments of ore·formation materials, Following this conglomerate was a thick layer of extend over the entire district. These fir.st 
can be found, and it can further be determined quartzite, and occasional pebbles of white quartz, sandstone, which later was consolidated into deposits constitute the Traders iron.bearing mem. 
that the folding involves beds of argillaceous of granite, or of other members of the Archean. quartzite. The deposition of a considerable ber of the Vulcan formation. The material of 
slates or other impervious rocks, these fur:qish Some of these conglomerates are exceedingly thickness of sand shows that the district must which this member is composed was largely 
conditions favorable for ore concentration. Third, handsome. In a few instances the proportion of have continued to subside during Sturgeon time. derived from the Negaunee iron.bearing forma
in the Crystal Falls district carbonaceous shales ferruginous material is so great that they have Apparently toward the end of the Sturgeon tion, although material was furnished by other 
are often associated with the ore bodies, and in been utilized as sources of iron ore. A deposit epoch the water became too deep for sandstone formations. Therefore the basal layers are com
the Menominee district graphitic slates are often of 'this kind was formerly worked by the. opera· formation, and the non-clastic sediments of the posed of quartzites and conglomerates, the 
associated with the Curry ores, some of the mate· tors of the Quinnesec mine, and another has Randville dolomite were deposited. These are bowlders and smaller detritus of which consist 
rial of which is almost certainly original. There· recently been worked by the Pewabic company. now cherty crystalline dolomites and marbles, but largely of iron oxide and jasper, with some 
fore, if situations can be found where carbonaceous The latter was reached by the open pit in the there is every reason to believe that the original quartzite and dolomite. Since these bowlders 
slates occur in pitching synclines below rocks SE. t sec. 32, T. 40 N., R. 30 W., known as the form of the material was an ordinary siliceous could have come only from a land mass, it is cer. 
containing iron carbonate the conditions may Pewabic pit. Although the immediately under· limestone. The time represeRted by the Rand. tain that the Lower Menominee beds at this time 
be regarded as exceptionally favorable for the lying rock here is dolomite, the amount of iron ville dolomite was probably long, for the thick· had already been consolidated and were at least 
accumulation of ore deposits. :Fourth, percolating ore is so great that the company operating the ness of limestones deposited was ] OOQ feet or partly above the sea. Following the deposition 
waters are the agents of the process of concentra· pit felt warranted in erecting concentrating works more. Possibly as a result of upbuilding with of the basal, somewhat coarse clastic member of 
tionj consequently localities at which the rock on the property for the separation of the ore from shallowing of the sea, or other unknown condi· the Vulcan formation, there came a time of rela· 
masses have been shattered, thus affording easy the sandstone. In the summer of 1898 the yield tions, the carbonates being deposited changed in tive quiescence, during which the muds that 
patJsage to the water, are places particularly desir· of ore from the concentrator was 5000 tons. character and bore a large amount of iron. At afterward solidified into the Brier slate were 
able for testing. In a set of slates as closely i .LOWER SILURIAN LIMESTONE. this time the cherty iron-bearing carbonates were laid down. Following the deposition of the 
folded as are the Hanbury ther~ . may somewhere I . . produ~ed. Later these .wer~ ~ransformed'1.nto the Brier slate the ming1ed fragmental and non.frag. 
be found places where the condItIons outlined are, The general character of the HermanSVIlle lime-I ferrugmous cherts and Jasp. ihtes of the Negaunee mental sediments of the Curry member were 
fulfilled, and in such p1aces ore bod~es will be I stone "is that of a coarse.grained sandstone, with formation. Whether or not later formations were deposited, the latter consisting largely of iron
found, if they exist anywhere in the slate area. I abundant calcareous cement, in alternation with deposited during Lower Menominee time upon bearing carbonate. At the end of the time o! 

Thus it appears that although no ore bodies pure dolomite or sometimes oolitic beds." The the Negaunee formation is uncertain. the deposition of the Vulcan formation-that itt, 
of value have thus far been discovered in the limestone may be seen near the top of the hill 1 The formations of the Lower Menominee series I at the close of the deposition of the Curry iron
slates, the possibilities of the formation have not east of Iron Mountain, on the bluff northeast of were certainly deposited over a considerable area bearing member-the sea had not as yet spread 
by any means been exhausted. A more extensive Norway, and at several places on the hiBs north in the Menominee district, and the equivalents of over all of the district. The area covered has 
exploration of the slate formation is perhaps of Waucedah. Its maximum thickness, according' these formations were deposited north of the, not been accurately determined, and the Vulcan 
warranted before the field is finally abandoned to Rominger, is about 100 feet, but this maximum I Menominee district in the Crystal :Falls and Mar· ,formation may have a wider distribution than 
as worthless. is rarely reached in the Menominee district. quette districts. Whether or not the Lower I that shown upon the map, but it is certain that 

PALEOZOIC SYSTEM. 
Only a few fossils have been reported from it. Menominee formations were deposited upon the, the sea had not covered the entire district, and 
Rominger states that it has yielded a few frag- II Quinnesec schists is uncertain. It is possible that I' that some areas were still land, especially those 

Limited areas of Paleozoic sediments in hori· ments of molluscan shells. To these may now the Quinnesec schists were land areas during a occupied by the hard, resistant dolomite. This is 
zontal sheets are found to lie on the eroded edges be added a broken Orthoceras, a fragment reA~m·llarge part of I,ower Menominee time, and that, shown by the fact that the Hanbury slate, the 
of the Huronian and Archean rocks. The Paleo· bling a piece ot a Cyrtoceras, a gasteropod, and the iron for the Negaunee formation was derived, next deposit of the advancing sea, at various 
zoic rocks may be divided into two formations. several other fragm. entary forms found in the top, from these heavily ferruginous rocks within and I places rests directly upon the Randville dolomite, 
The lower beds are mainly red sandstone, which j layer on the blnff northeast of Norway. I bordering the district mapped. The apparent ,there being no intermediate beIt of Vulcan 

Menominee. 
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formation. The deposition of the Hanbury slate \ Sandstone deposition continued to the end of the 
required a long time, during which the physical I Cambrian period, at which time the water had 
conditions varied, for mingled with the ordinary I become sufficiently deep for limestones to be 
slates are subordinate ~mounts of calcareous slate, deposited, and at this stage of the history the 
dolomite, and chert, marking brief stages of par- Hermansvi11e limestone ·was laid down. Whether 
tialor complete non-fragmental sedimentation. Paleozoic rocks later than the Hermansville lime-

Folding and metamoryhism.-Following the stone were deposited in the Lake Superior region 
deposition of Upper Menominee time the district is uncertain. 
was again raised above the sea and was subjected Post·Paleozoio histol'y.~F()llowing the Paleo
to very great orogenic forces. The major com· zoic period of deposition the area was again 
pressing force was nearly north-south. As a result elevated above the sea, and then another long 
of compression in this direction the areal extent of period of denudation began. So far as known, 
the mass of Menominee sediments was shortened I this erosion period continued until late in Cre
considerably, probably as much as one-half_ Con- I taceous time_ Possibly later Cretaceous sedi
sequent on this folding two great anticlinoria ments were laid down over the Menominee areas; 
formed, bordering the northern and southern sides but in any case, following Cretaceous time the 
of the area, and a great central synclinorium con- region was again raised above the sea, and so far 
stituting the Menominee trough proper. The as we know, denudation has since continued_ 
northern and southern anticlinoria naturally Nearly all of the Silurian limestone has now been 
expose the oldest, or Archean, rocks. The inter- removed from the djstrict, and only a s1lbordinate 
mediate synclinorium is occupied by the Huronian amount of the Cambrian sandstone remains cap
sediments~ This central synclinorium consists of ping the higher hills and filling the depressions 
three synclines and two anticlines. Superimposed, in some of the subordinate valleys_ During this 
on these folds of the first order is a set of folds of ! period of erosion the present topography of the 
the second order, on these a set of folds of the' district was largely produced_ To what extent 
third order, and on these folds of higher orders, to this topography follows the pre-Cambrian topog
those of microscopic dimensions. The major folds raphy can not be determined, but apparently the 
of the Menominee synclinorium are illustrated by pre-Cambrian topography has had an important 
the anticlines of dolomite; the folds of the second influence upon present topography_ As the 
order by the synclines of the Vulcan formation, result of the removal of the greater part of the 

column given for the Crystal Falls district with I ~emoved before the Upper Huronian transgres
that contained in Monograph XXXVI of the sion_ To some extent the case is also illustrated 
United States Geological Survey, that the succes-

I
, by the Menominee district, where only remnants 

sion has been somewhat changed. When the of the Negaunee iron-bearing formation remain_ 
monograph was published it was supposed that I A formation may have a greater vertical range 
the Groveland iron formation and the Mansfield in one district than in another; the conditions 
slate of the southern part of the district belong 
in the Lower Huronian; but the work in the 
Menominee district shows beyond reasonable 
question that these formations, which have a com
paratively small areal extent in the Crystal Falls 
district, really belong in the Upper Huronian. 

IJisorepandes in colum;n.s_~In the four districts 
the correJation of the series placed opposite one 
another and separated by the unconformities, and 
the correlation of the unconformities, may be 
regarded as practically certain; also the correla
tion of individual members within the parallel 
series has in many cases a very high degree of 
probability. However, an examination of the 
table shows various discrepancies_ These dis
crepancies are due in a given case to one or more 
of the "following causes: 

Dming the time a series or formation was being 
deposited throughout all or a part of one district, 
all 01' a part of another district was still undergo
ing erosion_ As the sea advanced overlap 
resulted. The extreme illustration of this case 
is furnished by the great Keweenawan series in 
the Penokee district, which is entirely absent in 

may have remained uniform in one district, and 
therefore depo.sits of the same kind continued, 
while the conditions changed in another district, 
and therefore more than one formation was depos
ited. This case is illustrated by the Randville dol
omite of the Menominee district, which appears 
to occupy the time required for the deposition of 
the dolomite in the Crystal Falls and Marquette 
districts, and also that required for the deposition 
of the volcanic and fragmental formations between 
the dolomite and the Negaunee iron formations. 
The order of formations in the Upper Huronian 
might at first thought be regarded as very differ
ent in the various districts_ However, if OJle 
reduces the order of succession to a general state
ment it is as follows: (1) an upper fragmental 
slate member; (2) an iron-bearing lllembe:', 
largely non-detrital; and (3) a lower fragmental 
member which consists of quartzites, slates, and, 
at its base in some districts, large quantities of 
fragmental iron-formation materiaL 

in which such mines as the Walpole, Pewabic, 
and Aragon occur;, the folds of the third order 
by the two separate ore deposits of the Walpole_ 

Descending lI'wcc,~/ji(Jn in the Penokee, Marquette, 01"!J8lal Falls, and Menominee distriets_ 

In all the districts the upper fragmental mem
ber is represented; in the Penokee by the great 
upper slate member, in the Marquette by an 
equally great upper slate member, in the Crystal 
Falls by the entire Michigamme formation, and 
in the Menominee by the Hanbury slate_ PENOKEE DISTRICT. 

From an economic point of view, therefore, it is Lake Superior sandstone. 

necessary to take into account at least the three tre~~~~~~~!riJs_ 
major orders of folds. {Unconfonnity.) 

In addition to the intense north-south com· Upper Huronian. 

MARQUET'I.'E DTSTRTCT. 

Lake Superior sandstOlle_ 

(Unconformity_) 

Upper Huronian. 

1. Michigamme formation 
(locally replaced by 
Clarksburg volcanic for 
lllil.tion). 

CUYf\'l'AI, FAT,],'; DISTRICT. 

Luke Superior sandstone. 

(Unconformity.) 

Upper Huronian. 

1. Michil,""fLmme formation; 
consists of three members 
equivalent to those of the 

~;:f(~U~;:n4~!:~~' ('!~tb: 

MENOMl.llLHE nH!'l"RIC'l'. 

Lake SuperiorsaJl(lstone. 

(Unconformity.) 

Upper Huronian. 

The largely non-detrital, iron-bearing member 
is also represented in all of the foul' districts. In 
the 'Penokee district it is a continuous, almost 
completely non-fragmental formation, which 
extends from the western part of the district 
nearly to the eastern end. In the extreme eastern 
part of the district the formation is broken up 
by a great volume of contemporaneous volcanic 

pression there was very strong compression in an 
approximately east-west direction, or, to speak 
more exactly, parallel to the direction of the 
trough. This compression produced folds at 
right angles to the longitudinal folds, so that the 
east-west :folds of the various orders have a pitch_ 1. Upper slate member. 

In some cases this pitch is comparatively slight, 
but in other cases it is very steep, as high as 2. 

40°, 50°, 60°, or even 70° or more_ It is there
fore clear that the east-west compression was of 
great importance. While the north-south com
pression produced the subordinate synclines hold
ing the ore bodies, the east-west compression 
gives these folds a pitch and thus supplies the 
chief final condition for the production of the 

t[~n~ta~~tl~~Ill~~!. dis-l 
triet yoleaJuc fmgm(lntals ( 
2~ie associated with 1 and J 

One might diyide the 
Michigallune seuimentary 
forma.t.ionintothrecmeIll 
bers: 
(a) L""pper slate member. 

(IJ) Iron·bearillg member. 

separated in mapping 
only in t,he southem part 
of the district. J 1_ 

2. Grovela,nd iron-bearing 
formation in southern 
part of district. 

l2. 

Hanbury slate, bear- rocks. In the Marquette district the non-detrital 
:r~o~s~S:l~~~~~ iron-bearing member is not found as a continuous 
v~~~~i~~:~~n~n. forlpation, but is represented by subordinate 
r~~~~V~~g~1~de~eend- ; belts of iron-bearing formation which, here and 
(a) Curry irou.bear-I there, bear ore bodies. These are plainly at a 
ing member. persistent horizon corresponding very nearly in 

position, to the iron-bearing member of the 

ore deposits. 

3. Qm~t,·'lat,m'mb". hav,) J 
iug-
(a) A thin belt of quart.z-

ite at its top; 2. 
(b) A main belt of slate be-

low; and I 
(e) A thin belt of quartz

ite at its bottom a.t 
various localities. L 

(e) Lower slate membet'_ 1 
Ishpeming formation of f 
quartzites and detrital 
ores, and t,he Bijiki sehists 
t~k~'estern part of dis· I 

J 

3. Mansfield slate. 
{Ii) Brier slate 
(u) Traders iron-bear 
ing-member. 

During the uplifting and folding of the rocks (Unconformity.) (Unconformity.) (Unconformity.) (Unconforlllit,y.) 

of the Menominee series the harder formations 
were fractured in a most complicated :fashion and 
aU were profoundly metamorphosed. The sand
stones were transformed to quartzites, the lime· 
stones to crystalline dolomite or marble, the iron· 
bearing formation to felTuginous slates, jaspilites, 
and ores, the muds to slates_ 

Post-IIul'onian unconformity_~Contemporary 
with the uplifting and folding of the district, 
which must have produced mountain masses, 
denudation was steadily going on. It was during 
this complex series of transformations that iron 
oxide was concentrated in the pitching trough~ 
and the ore deposits were produced., The period 
of post-Huronian folding and erosion occupied 
the great length of time represented in other 
parts of the Lake Superior region by the uncon
formity between the Upper Huronian and the 
Keweenawan, the formation of the entire Kewee
nawan series, and the great unconformity between 
the Keweenawan and the Cambrian. 

The Paleozoic depositiO'n. -During the later 
stages of this great period of denudation the 
Cambrian transgression was slowly making its 
way in North America from the southeast toward 
the northwest_ Final1y the Cambrian sea reached 
the Menominee district, but not until upper Cam
brian time. At this time the topography of the 
Menominee area was rough, even bluffy. The 
Cambrian deposits filled the depressions in the 
pre-existing rocks and capped even the highest 
hills of the district. Where the sandstone lies 
adjacent to or upon the Vulcan formation the 
basal member of the Cambrian contains quanti
ties of iron-ore pebbles, and where the topog
raphy furnished depressions for concentration of 

. the heavy material these beds are so strongly 
ferruginous as to furnish detrital iron ores_ 

Lower Hu.ronian, Lower Huronian. 

1. Negaunee iron-bearing formation. 

Lower HUronian. 

1. Negaunee iron-bearing 
formation innort,heastem 
part of dliltrict. 

Lower Hu,1·onian. 

1. Kegaunee iron-hear
ing formation. 

(Evidence of the fonner 
existenee of an iron-bear
ing member above tho 
cherty lime~t.()lle8 is seen 
in the presence of ore and 
jaspilite grains ill basal 
portion of Quartz-slate 
member.) 

1. Cherty limcstolltl mCIll

ber. 

2, !,_ ~:-~tr!\~e~ e::~t;i~lin£l [2. 
Joirls. 

3. Ajibik quartzite. 1 
4. Wewe slate. ' 3. 
5, Konw dolomite. 

Hemlock volcanic forma-l 
tion, 

Randville dolomite. I 2. Randville uoloillite. 

(Unconformity.) 

.A.nhean. 

6. 1\fosnard quartzite, 

(Unconformity.) 

.A.rdtenn_ 

Paleozoic rocks, the Huronian and Archean rocks 
were again brought to the surface. The final 
important episodes in the history of the Menominee 
district were the successive adyances of the North 
American ice sheet, which modified the topog
raphy of the district by erosion and by deposi
tion. The glacial deposits constitute a mantle 
which subsequent river erosion has only partially 
succeeded in removing, and which has prevented 
fully satisfactory determination of the distribu
tion of the Vulcan and other formations. 

(JORELL.A.TION WITH OTHER DISTRIC'.rs. 

In the table above, the successions of the 
Penokee, Marquette, and Crystal Falls districts 
south of Lake Superior are compared with the 
succession in the Menominee district. Forma
tions or sets of formations which are believed to 
be equivalent in age are placed opposite one 
another. The table does not include the iron
bearing districts north of Lake Superior, since it 
is not thought advisable in this folio to take up 
the discussion of the correlation of the various 
formations of the Menominee with those of the 
more remote iron-bearing districts of the Lake 
Superior region. 

In the table it will be noted, by comparing the 

J 1 
4. sturgeon quartzite_ 

(Unconformity.) 

Arehenn, 

J 
3_ Sturgeon qUllrtzite. 

(Unconformity.) 

Arohean, 

the Marquette, Crystal Falls, and Menominee dis
tricts_ It appears that the unconformity at the 
base of the Cambrian in these three districts 
stands as the time equivalent of the Keweenawan 
series and the two great unconformities above and 
below this series_ The Penokee district fur
nishes an illustration of an absent member in the 
Huronian series, due to the fact that the district 
was a land area, while the other districts were at 
least partly under water. In the Penokee district; 
below the Cherty limestone member of the Lower 
Huronian no thick quartzite formation is found 
equivalent to the quartzites below the dolomites 
in the other districts. Therefore the limestone in 
the Penokee district overlaps the lower quartzite. 
A case of overlap within a district is furnished 
by the Hanbury slate of the Menominee district, 
which overlaps the Vulcan formation at various 
places. 

The inter-Huronian erosion cut to different 
depths'in the different districts, as a consequence 
of which formations of the Lower Huronian may 
have been largely removed in one district and 
may have been comparatively untouched in 
another. This- case is well illustrated by the 
Penokee district, where all the Lower Huronian 
formations above the Cherty limestone were 

Penokee district. In the Crystal Falls district 
the iron-bearing member is represented by the 
Groveland iron-bearing formation, which in the 
Felch Mountain tongue is only partly. non
elastic, but which in the Mansfield and Amasa 
areas appears to be wholly non-clastic. In the 
Menominee district this iron-bearing horizon is 
represented by the Curry member, which is appar
ently largely non-clastic, but which has with it a 
considerable amount of non-clastic materiat 

The lower fragmental member of t~e Upper 
Huronian, as one would suppose, is the most varia-
ble in the different districts, since this is the basal 
formation. In the l)enokee district it consists of 
three different belts~a thin quartzite on top, 
a main slate belt in the middle, and a thin 
quartzite and conglomerate at the bottom_ The 
upper and lower of these belts are so thin that 
they have been placed with the slate in mapping. 
At the bottom of this member no detrital iron 
ores are found_ This is due to the complete 
removal of the Negaunee formation by erosion 
before the encroachment of the Upper Huronian 
sea. In other words, the Penokee district was a 
land area until the Negaunee formation was 
wholly removed_ In the Marquette district the 
lower detrital member is represented by the lower 
part of the Michig'amme slate, by the Ishpeming 
quartzite with detrital ores at its base, and, in the 
western part of the district, by the Bijiki schist_ 
In the Crystal Falls district the lower formation 
is represented by the Mansfield slate_ This does 
not show detrital ores at its base, nor does it have 
a quartzite at its base, as in the Penokee and 
Marquette districts. The absence of the detrital 
ores in the district is due to the same cause as in 
the Penokee district, viz., it was a land area until 
the Negaunee formation was entirely removed. 
The absence of a quartzite at the base of the 
section was doubtless due to the fact that it rests 
upon a dolomite rather than upon hard silice,ous 
formations, as does the lower member in the 
Penokee and Marquette districts. In the Menomi
nee district the lower member is represented by 
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the Brier slate and the Traders iron-bearing limestone were removed during the time of inter
member. Here the detrital ores appear because Huronian erosion_ In the Menominee district the 
of the encroachment of the sea before the Negaunee formation was all but removed at 
Negaunee iron-bearing formation was removed. the erosion period_ In the Menominee district 
However, thick beds of quartzite are generally only one rormation, the Randville dolomite, has 
absent, and this is' explained in the same manner been discriminated between the Negaunee ror
.as in the Crystal Falls district-that is, the mation and the Sturgeon quartzite; whereas 
formation was deposited upon a dolomite rather in the Marquette district four formations, the 
than upon siliceous formations. Siamo slate, Ajibik quartzite, Wewe slate, and 

If it were possible to map in each of the rour Kona dolomite, are found; and in the Crystal 
districts each member which is recognized, the Falls district two, the Hemlock volcanic forma
apparent discrepancies in the succession of the tion and the Randville dolomite. The formations 
Upper Huronian would be much less prominent_ which are present in the Marquette and Crystal 
Indeed, where volcanic rocks are absent the suc- Falls districts and are not found in the Menomi
-cession would be found to correspond almost nee district are all clastic and volcanic formations. 
-exactly. However, a given formation would be The inference is that in the Menominee district 
very important in one district and comparatively quiescent physical conditions favorable to lime
unimportant in another. Moreover, where vul- stone deposition were long continued. The 
-canlsm has disturbed the succession, as in the Rand-dUe dolomite was there laid down during 
eastern end of the Penokee district and in the the time of the deposition of the limestone for
Crystal Falls district, the orderly succession is not mations and the fragmental and volcanic sedi
readily recognized. ments between the limestone and the Negaunee 

The discrepancies of the successions in the formations in the Crystal Falls and Marquette 
Lower Huronian series are greater than those in districts. This is shown to be highly probable 
the Upper Huronian. As already noted, in the by the relations within th~ Crystal }~alls district. 
Penokee district all the memb~rs above the Cherty In the eastern part of that district the Randville 

Menominee, 

dolomite is a thick formation, and there no vol
canics are found, whereas in the western part of 
the district the limestone deposit is very thin and 
there is a great volcanic formation standing in an 
equivalent position_ In the Marquette district, 
also, changing physical conditions combined with 
volcanism explain the deposition of the clastic 
sediments and volcanic formations between the 
Kona dolomite and the Negaunee iron formation. 

The attempt to correlate the various formations 
of the two Huronians series in the four different 
iron-bearing districts south of Lake Superior 
shows very significantly that the geologic history 
of pre.Cambrian time was extraordinarily com
plex. From Archean to Cambrian time, in the 
Marquette, Cryst1J,1 Falls, and Menominee dis
tricts, the areas three times emerged from the 
sea and were three times overridden by the sea. 
In the Penokee district there was a fourth emer
gence and transgression of the sea. The epeiro
genic or land-making movements were accom
panied by orogenic movements, or mountain 
growths, of varying power, but some of them 
exceedingly intense. In Huronian time, in all 
the districts except the Menominee, there were 
important and long-continued periods of vol-

canism. The great events of Keweenawan time 
are only mentioned, since they do not particularly 
concern the Menominee district. The erosive 
forces at periods when the districts were land 
areas found rocks of very different characters_ 
Here they were resistant, there easily denuded_ 
As a consequence, when the sea _encroached at 
the close of Archean, Lower Huronian, and Upper 
Huronian times, the country in detail was very 
irregular-was in fact bluffy, but not, moun
tainous. Therefore certain areas were covered 
by the sea, while other immediately adjacent 
areas were above the water and were being 
actively eroded. As a consequence of all these 
complex conditions we have unconformity, over
lap, changes in the characters of contemporaneous 
sediments along the strike and across the strike, 
disturbances in the successions due to volcanism, 
close folding and attendant metamorphism, and 
all of these phenomena in a region which is 
largely covered by glacial drift. 

CHARLES RICHARD V AN RISE, 

WILUAM SHIRLEY BAYLEY, 

Geologist8. 

March, 1900. 
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